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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>वर्ग / Class</th>
<th>11-123</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>वर्ग / Class</td>
<td>124-161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वर्ग / Class</td>
<td>162-381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वर्ग / Class</td>
<td>382-418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वर्ग / Class</td>
<td>419-1145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वर्ग / Class</td>
<td>1146-1235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वर्ग / Class</td>
<td>1236-1368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वर्ग / Class</td>
<td>1369-1401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वर्ग / Class</td>
<td>1402-1729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वर्ग / Class</td>
<td>1730-1788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वर्ग / Class</td>
<td>1789-1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वर्ग / Class</td>
<td>1961-2034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वर्ग / Class</td>
<td>2035-2044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वर्ग / Class</td>
<td>2045-2138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वर्ग / Class</td>
<td>2139-2149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वर्ग / Class</td>
<td>2150-2291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वर्ग / Class</td>
<td>2292-2350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वर्ग / Class</td>
<td>2351-2435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वर्ग / Class</td>
<td>2436-2588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वर्ग / Class</td>
<td>2589-2673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>वर्ग / Class</td>
<td>2674-2748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>2749-2765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>2766-2779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>2780-2861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>2862-3312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>3313-3337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>3338-3354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>3355-3406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>3407-3569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>3570-3926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>3927-4039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>4040-4119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>4120-4155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>4156-4204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>4205-4813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>4814-4935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>4936-5035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>5036-5110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>5111-5194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>5195-5229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>5230-5547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>5548-5764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class</td>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>5765-5961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>5962-6083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>6084-6142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiclass</td>
<td>6143-6311</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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- 6312-6706
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- 6734
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- 6735-6745
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- 6746-6784
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OFFICIAL NOTES

JURISDICTION OF OFFICES OF THE TRADE MARKS REGISTRY

The Trade Marks Registry has its Head Office at Mumbai and branch Offices at Kolkata, Delhi, Chennai and Ahmedabad having territorial jurisdiction on a zonal basis under (vide Government of India Gazette Notification, dated 25.11.1959, 28.6.1960 and 21.8.1990 and further amendments thereto).

Mumbai: Office of the Trade Marks Registry at S. M. Road, Near Antop Hill, Head Post Office, Mumbai-400037. Tel: 022-24140808, Fax: 22-24140808.

Ahmedabad: Office of the Trade Marks Registry at Ahmedabad, Near Chanakyapuri Over Bridge, Besides AMC City Civic Centre, Ghatlodia, Ahmedabad-380 0061. Tel: 079-26580567/26587193. Fax: 079-26586763.

Trade Marks Journal

Jurisdiction: Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Bihar, Orissa, West Bengal, Manipur, Mizoram, Meghalaya, Sikkim, Tripura and Union Territories of Nagaland, Andaman & Nikobar Islands, Jharkhand.


Jurisdiction: The States of Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Karnataka and the Union Territories of Pondicherry and Lakshadweep Island.

All applications, notices, statements or order documents or any fees required by the Act or the Rules will be received only at the appropriate office of the Trade Marks Registry. However applications on request on form TM-10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40, 46, 47, 50, 58, 59, 61.
55, 58, 59, 61 and TM-62 may be filled at appropriate office or Head Office at Mumbai.

Banks drafts and cheques shall be drawn on a scheduled bank at the place, where the appropriate office of the Trade Marks Registry, is situated.

PRELIMINARY ADVICE BY REGISTRAR AS TO DISTINCTIVENESS

An application for preliminary advice by the Registrar under Sub-Section (1) of section 133 of the Trade Marks Act, 1999 shall be made on Form TM-55 in respect of any goods/services comprised within any one class of goods and services, accompanied by three representations of the Trade Mark.

ASSOCIATED MARKS

Where it is stated that an advertised Mark is to be associated (under Section 16 of the Trade Marks Act, 1999), with another Mark indicated by its Official Number.

OFFICIAL NOTICES – contd...

Notice is hereby given that any person who has ground of opposition to the registration of any of the Marks advertised herein according to classes under the heading “Applications advertised before Registration” may, within four months from the date of the Journal, lodge Notice of Opposition on Form TM-5 in the appropriate office of the Trade Marks Registry accompanied by the prescribed fee of Rs.2500/-

Trade Marks Journal
b. Copies of Renewal/Post Registration changes/or Journals in which such renewals/post registration changes are notified.
c. Copy of the Registration Certificate.

How you can obtain copyright certificate promptly?

The Applicant along with the request may file the following documents:

- Copies of the representation of the label containing the Application number if any, for which the trade mark application has been filed.
- Copies of the Registration certificate containing the label for which the registration has been obtained.

NOTICE

It is hereby informed that the Cash Counter will be opened to the public from 10.00 a.m. upto 3.30 p.m.
रजिस्ट्रीकरण के पूर्व विज्ञापित आवेदन

(इसमें धारा 20(2) के अंतर्गत पुनर्विज्ञापित आवेदन भी शामिल किए गए हैं, यदि कोई ऐसे आवेदन में दिए न गए हो तो वह पंजीकरण के लिए स्वीकृत हैं)

(प्रत्येक आवेदन के संबंध में व्यापार चिह्न रजिस्ट्रीकरण कार्यालय का समुचित दफ्तर कोष्ठक में मोटे अक्षरों में सदस्यत हैं।)

APPLICATIONS ADVERTISED BEFORE REGISTRATION

(This also include applications re-advertised under section 20(2), if any, unless otherwise stated in the application are accepted for registration) in respect of each application the appropriate office of trade marks registry is indicated is indicated in bold in brackets)
1762038  10/12/2008
M/S PRESTIGE COATING LTD
trading as ;M/S PRESTIGE COATING LTD
50 H-1 K BLOCK KIDWAI NAGAR KANPUR UP
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DELHI REGISTRATION SERVICES
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-110 025.
Used Since :01/05/1997
DELHI
CHEMICALS, ADHESIVE AND RESINS INCLUDED IN CLASS 01.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS OF DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2035303  08/10/2010
PREMAL.H.SHAH
RITA.Y.DOSHI
RASHMI.B.DOSHI
trading as ;CHENNAI PAINTS
OLD NO.365, NEW NO.200/A, MADHAVARM HIGH ROAD, MADHAVARAM, CHENNAI - 600 060.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.
Used Since :24/08/2007
CHENNAI
ADHESIVE FOR TILES AND CONSTRUCTION CHEMICALS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS CHENNAI PAINTS EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
PUREPRINT

2272724  27/01/2012

M. PONNUSWAMI trading as ;PURE CHEMICAL CO
NO-32, H-BLOCK, 15TH MAIN ROAD, ANNA NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 040
MANUFACTURING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JINO ANTONY
NO.32, H-BLOCK, 15TH MAIN ROAD, ANNA NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 040.
Used Since :07/01/2010

CHENNAI

CHEMICALS USED IN TEXTILE MANUFACTURING
2389221  04/09/2012  
AMAR NANASO GAVANE  
trading as ;SHRI BIOTECH  
A/P. - RUKDI, TAL.- HATHKANANGALE, DIST.- KOLHAPUR- 416118.  
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER  
INDIAN NATIONAL  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT  
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012  
Used Since :05/10/2009  
MUMBAI  
VARMI COMPOST UNIT, FERTILIZER, CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, ORGANIC MANURE, MICRONUTRIENTS, PLANT GROWTH PROMOTER AND ORGANIC PLANT BIOSTIMULANTS  
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS "SHREE" AND / OR "BIOTECH", SEPERATELY AND EXCEPT AS SHOWN ON THE LABEL..
2390728   06/09/2012
MAHAFEED SPECIALITY FERTILIZERS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
OFFICE NO. 114, CITY MALL, 1ST FLOOR, GANESHKHAND ROAD, NEAR PUNE UNIVERSITY, PUNE-411007
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :25/03/2002
MUMBAI
FERTILIZER, CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, ORGANIC MANURE, MICRONUTRIENTS, PLANT GROWTH PROMOTER AND ORGANIC PLANT BIOSTIMULANTS
2390729  06/09/2012
MAHAFEED SPECIALITY FERTILIZERS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
OFFICE NO. 114, CITY MALL, 1ST FLOOR, GANESHKHAND ROAD, NEAR PUNE UNIVERSITY, PUNE-411007
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :30/03/2000
MUMBAI
FERTILIZER, CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, ORGANIC MANURE,
MICRONUTRIENTS, PLANT GROWTH PROMOTER AND ORGANIC PLANT BIOSTIMULANTS
MAHAFEED SPECIALITY FERTILIZERS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
OFFICE NO. 114, CITY MALL, 1ST FLOOR, GANESHKHIND ROAD, NEAR PUNE UNIVERSITY, PUNE-411007
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since: 30/03/2000
MUMBAI
FERTILIZER, CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, ORGANIC MANURE,
MICRONUTRIENTS, PLANT GROWTH PROMOTER AND ORGANIC PLANT BIOSTIMULANTS
2390731  06/09/2012
MAHAFEED SPECIALITY FERTILIZERS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
OFFICE NO. 114, CITY MALL, 1ST FLOOR, GANESHKHIND ROAD, NEAR PUNE UNIVERSITY, PUNE-411007
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :20/11/2000
MUMBAI
FERTILIZER, CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, ORGANIC MANURE, MICRONUTRIENTS, PLANT GROWTH PROMOTER AND ORGANIC PLANT BIOSTIMULANTS
2390732  06/09/2012
MAHAFEED SPECIALITY FERTILIZERS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
OFFICE NO. 114, CITY MALL, 1ST FLOOR, GANESHKHIND ROAD, NEAR PUNE UNIVERSITY, PUNE-411007
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :31/03/2000

MUMBAI
FERTILIZER, CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, ORGANIC MANURE, MICRONUTRIENTS, PLANT GROWTH PROMOTER AND ORGANIC PLANT BIOSTIMULANTS
MAHAFEEDE SPECIALITY FERTILIZERS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
OFFICE NO. 114, CITY MALL, 1ST FLOOR, GANESHKHIND ROAD, NEAR PUNE UNIVERSITY, PUNE-411007
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :20/11/2000

MUMBAI
FERTILIZER, CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, ORGANIC MANURE,
MICRONUTRIENTS, PLANT GROWTH PROMOTER AND ORGANIC PLANT BIOSTIMULANTS
2390734   06/09/2012
MAHAFEED SPECIALITY FERTILIZERS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
OFFICE NO. 114, CITY MALL, 1ST FLOOR, GANESHKHIND ROAD, NEAR PUNE UNIVERSITY, PUNE-411007
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :03/03/2000
MUMBAI
FERTILIZER, CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, ORGANIC MANURE,
MICRONUTRIENTS, PLANT GROWTH PROMOTER AND ORGANIC PLANT BIOSTIMULANTS
MUMBAI

FERTILIZER, CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, ORGANIC MANURE, MICRONUTRIENTS, PLANT GROWTH PROMOTER AND ORGANIC PLANT BIOSTIMULANTS
2390736   06/09/2012
MAHAFEED SPECIALITY FERTILIZERS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
OFFICE NO. 114, CITY MALL, 1ST FLOOR, GANESHKHIND ROAD, NEAR PUNE UNIVERSITY, PUNE-411007
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :30/03/2000
MUMBAI
FERTILIZER, CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, ORGANIC MANURE,
MICRONUTRIENTS, PLANT GROWTH PROMOTER AND ORGANIC PLANT BIOSTIMULANTS
MAHAFEED SPECIALITY FERTILIZERS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
OFFICE NO. 114, CITY MALL, 1ST FLOOR, GANESHKHIND ROAD, NEAR PUNE UNIVERSITY, PUNE-411007
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Angents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :30/03/2000
MUMBAI
FERTILIZER, CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, ORGANIC MANURE, MICRONUTRIENTS, PLANT GROWTH PROMOTER AND ORGANIC PLANT BIOSTIMULANTS
MAHAFEED SPECIALITY FERTILIZERS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
OFFICE NO. 114, CITY MALL, 1ST FLOOR, GANESHKHIND ROAD, NEAR PUNE UNIVERSITY, PUNE-411007
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since : 30/03/2000
MUMBAI
FERTILIZER, CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, ORGANIC MANURE, MICRONUTRIENTS, PLANT GROWTH PROMOTER AND ORGANIC PLANT BIOSTIMULANTS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1810, 14/08/2017

2390740 06/09/2012
MAHAFEED SPECIALITY FERTILIZERS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
OFFICE NO. 114, CITY MALL, 1ST FLOOR, GANESHKHIND ROAD, NEAR PUNE UNIVERSITY, PUNE-411007
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012

Used Since: 25/03/2002

MUMBAI
FERTILIZER, CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, ORGANIC MANURE, MICRONUTRIENTS, PLANT GROWTH PROMOTER AND ORGANIC PLANT BIOSTIMULANTS
MAHAFEED SPECIALITY FERTILIZERS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
OFFICE NO. 114, CITY MALL, 1ST FLOOR, GANESHKHIND ROAD, NEAR PUNE UNIVERSITY, PUNE-411007
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012

MUMBAI
FERTILIZER, CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, ORGANIC MANURE, MICRONUTRIENTS, PLANT GROWTH PROMOTER AND ORGANIC PLANT BIOSTIMULANTS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1810 , 14/08/2017  Class 1

2390743 06/09/2012
MAHAFEED SPECIALITY FERTILIZERS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
OFFICE NO. 114, CITY MALL, 1ST FLOOR, GANESHKHIND ROAD, NEAR PUNE UNIVERSITY, PUNE-411007
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :30/07/2012

MUMBAI
FERTILIZER, CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, ORGANIC MANURE, MICRONUTRIENTS, PLANT GROWTH PROMOTER AND ORGANIC PLANT BIOSTIMULANTS
MAHAFEE SPECIALITY FERTILIZERS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
OFFICE NO. 114, CITY MALL, 1ST FLOOR, GANESHKHIND ROAD, NEAR PUNE UNIVERSITY, PUNE-411007
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :30/07/2012

MUMBAI
FERTILIZER, CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, ORGANIC MANURE,
MICRONUTRIENTS, PLANT GROWTH PROMOTER AND ORGANIC PLANT BIOSTIMULANTS
MAHAFEED SPECIALITY FERTILIZERS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.

OFFICE NO. 114, CITY MALL, 1ST FLOOR, GANESHKHIR ROAD, NEAR PUNE UNIVERSITY, PUNE-411007

MANUFACTURER AND TRADER

A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT

2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING, ACHARYA DONDE MARG, NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL, PAREL, MUMBAI-400012

Used Since: 30/07/2012

MUMBAI

FERTILIZER, CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, ORGANIC MANURE, MICRONUTRIENTS, PLANT GROWTH PROMOTER AND ORGANIC PLANT BIOSTIMULANTS
2390746    06/09/2012
MAHAFEED SPECIALITY FERTILIZERS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
OFFICE NO. 114, CITY MALL, 1ST FLOOR, GANESHKHIND ROAD, NEAR PUNE UNIVERSITY, PUNE-411007
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :30/07/2012

MUMBAI
FERTILIZER, CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, ORGANIC MANURE,
MICRONUTRIENTS, PLANT GROWTH PROMOTER AND ORGANIC PLANT BIOSTIMULANTS
MAHAFEED SPECIALITY FERTILIZERS (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
OFFICE NO. 114, CITY MALL, 1ST FLOOR, GANESHKHIND ROAD, NEAR PUNE UNIVERSITY, PUNE-411007
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012

Used Since: 30/07/2012

MUMBAI
FERTILIZER, CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, ORGANIC MANURE, MICRONUTRIENTS, PLANT GROWTH PROMOTER AND ORGANIC PLANT BIOSTIMULANTS
FERTILIZER, CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY, ORGANIC MANURE, MICRONUTRIENTS, PLANT GROWTH PROMOTER AND ORGANIC PLANT BIOSTIMULANTS
2397018  17/09/2012
TRIMBAKRAJ AGROTECH PVT. LTD.
GAT NO:- 497, SHINDE INDUSTRIAL AREA, NASHIK-422101.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAMRUDDHI J. PARAB (ADVOCATE)
303, Sairaj Building, Plot No. A/175, Sector - A/19, Koperkhairane, Navi Mumbai-400 0709.
Used Since :11/01/2012
MUMBAI
BIO STIMULANTS, PLANT NUTRITIONS AND PLANT GROWTH REGULATOR USED IN AGRICULTURE FIELD
Trade Marks Journal No: 1810, 14/08/2017

Fevicol SR Ezeespray

2397631 17/09/2012

PIDILITE INDUSTRIES LIMITED

REGENT CHAMBERS, 7TH FLOOR, JAMNALAL BAJAJ MARG, 208, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400021

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.

74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

352741, 384371, 384372, 384374, 384375, 392138, 451133, 461931, 601741, 687588, 691330, 694300, 694563, 694564, 694762, 694763,
694766, 694767, 694769, 697400, 697593, 705474, 705475, 705492, 705493, 847676, 849883, 893001, 954323, 956227, 960579, 960581,
960583, 960585, 1002431, 1002434, 1054586, 1054587, 1054588, 1054589, 1109863, 1109864, 1109865, 1109866, 1109867, 1109868,
1109869, 1109870, 1109871, 1114019, 1114020, 1114021, 1167469, 1170893, 1170894, 1177528, 1181197, 1277630, 1277631, 1299860,
1305297, 1319819, 1319820, 1319821, 1319822, 1319823, 1453303, 1491528, 1512411, 1571336, 1637794, 1637797, 1637799, 1637800,
2074988, 2110954, 2131561, 2217475, 2217477, 2219637, 2219639, 2219641, 2219643, 2221784, 22221786, 22221787, 22221788, 22221790,
22221791, 22221792, 2222370, 2222371, 2222372, 2222373, 2222374, 2222375, 2222378, 2292833, 2335706

MUMBAI

CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY, UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; TANNING SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVES USED IN INDUSTRY; CEMENT FOR MENDING BROKEN ARTICLES; CEMENT WATERPROOFING PREPARATIONS; WATERPROOFING CHEMICALS.
Fevicol SR Qwikbond

2397632    17/09/2012

PIDILITE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
REGENT CHAMBERS, 7TH FLOOR, JAMNALAL BAJAJ MARG, 208, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400021
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY, UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; TANNING SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVES USED IN INDUSTRY; CEMENT FOR MENDING BROKEN ARTICLES; CEMENT WATERPROOFING PREPARATIONS; WATERPROOFING CHEMICALS.
INDOSET

2397865  18/09/2012
INDOFIL INDUSTRIES LTD.
trading as ;INDOFIL INDUSTRIES LTD.
KALPATARU SQUARE, 4TH FLR., KONDIVITA RD., ANDHERI-KURLA RD. ANDHERI (E), MUMBAI 400059
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEWAN MOHAN RAJKUMAR
PODDAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CHEMICALS, CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS & PREPARATIONS USED IN THE MANUFACTURE OF PAINTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 1; POLYMERS & POLYMERIC ADDITIVES & COMPOUNDS USED IN INDUSTRY & MANUFACTURE OF PLASTIC ARTICLES, COLOURS, COATINGS & ADHESIVES; CHEMICALS, CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS & COMPOUNDS USED IN INDUSTRY; CHEMICALS & CHEMICAL COMPOUNDS USED (AS ADDITIVES OR ADHESIVES) FOR IMPREGNATING & REINFORCING BUILDING MATERIALS SUCH AS CONCRETE, TILES, MASONRY, CEMENT, BITUMEN & ASPHALT; INDUSTRIAL ADHESIVES; PUTTY, FILLERS & ADHESIVE PREPARATIONS USED IN CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY.
ULTRACTION

Priority claimed from 18/03/2013; Application No. : TO2013C000822 ;Italy

PETRONAS LUBRICANTS ITALY S.P.A.
Via Santena 1, 10029 Villastellone, Torino, Italy
An Italian company, Manufacturers and Merchants

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
10 Government Place East, Kolkata 700 069, India

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Transmission fluid
WILLOBEN

2559601  04/07/2013
WILLOWOOD CROP SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
409, 4th FLOOR, SALCON AURUM, DISTRICT CENTRE, JASOLA, NEW DELHI 110025
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AGRO-CHEMICALS.
2698672    13/03/2014
MR. JAY DILIPBHAI THAKKAR
MR. MANISH SHANKARMAL KOKARA
MR. RAGHVIRBHAI MANSUKHBHAI SOLANKI
trading as ;M/S. DHANLAXMI ORGANICS PRODUCTS
PLOT NO.82/B, CHITRA, G.I.D.C, BHAVNAGAR, GUJARAT.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPUL J. HINDOCHA, ADVOCATE
9, SWASTIK APPARTMENT, DAWN ROAD, CREASCENT, BHAVNAGAR - 364 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :03/04/2009
AHMEDABAD
MIX FERTILIZERS, CHEMICAL USE IN AGRICULTURE HORTICULTURE AND FORESTY INCLUDED IN CLASS 1
subject to no exclusive right over device of Map of India.
2698676   13/03/2014
MR. JAY DILIPBHAI THAKKAR
trading as ;M/S. DHANLAXMI ORGANICS PRODUCTS
PLOT NO.82/B, CHITRA, G.I.D.C, BHAVANAGAR, GUJARAT.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPUL J. HINDOCHA, ADVOCATE
9, SWASTIK APPARTMENT, DAWN ROAD, CREASCENT, BHAVNAGAR - 364 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :03/04/2009
AHMEDABAD
MIX FERTILIZERS, CHEMICAL USE IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTY INCLUDED IN CLASS 1
subject to no exclusive right over device of Map of India and association with 2698672,2698674,2698675.
2707964  27/03/2014
ISMAILBHAI MAHAMADBHAI MATHAKIA
MOHAMMADSAIM HAJIBHAI BADI
trading as ;GUJARAT AKSHA FERTILIZER COMPANY
C/11, GOLDEN POINT, NEAR JAKATNAKA, 8-A NATIONAL HIGHWAY, WANKANER, Dist. RAJKOT. (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Used Since :24/03/2014

AHMEDABAD
FERTILIZER PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 01
subject to no exclusive right over the word GUJARAT..
2707965 27/03/2014
ISMAILBHAI MAHAMADBHAI MATHAKIA
MOHAMMADSALIM HAJIBHAI BADI
trading as; GUJARAT AKSHA FERTILIZER COMPANY
C/11, GOLDEN POINT, NEAR JAKATNAKA, 8-A NATIONAL HIGHWAY, WANKANER, Dist. RAJKOT. (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Used Since :24/03/2014
AHMEDABAD
FERTILIZER PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 01
2720901  19/04/2014
PIDILITE INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
7TH FLOOR REGENT CHAMBERS, JAMNALAL BAJAJ MARG, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI – 400 021, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JATIN Y. TRIVEDI
YAGNAJYOT OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015.
Used Since :01/09/2012
AHMEDABAD
SYNTHETIC WOOD ADHESIVE
subject to association with 2096247.
2720903   19/04/2014
PIDILITE INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
7TH FLOOR REGENT CHAMBERS, JAMNALAL BAJAJ MARG, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI – 400 021, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JATIN Y. TRIVEDI
YAGNAJYOT OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015.
Used Since :01/04/2014
To be associated with:
2720901
AHMEDABAD
SYNDTHETIC WOOD ADHESIVE
subject to association with 2096247.
2722107  22/04/2014

VIKRAM THERMO (INDIA) LTD
101, Classic Avenue, Opp. Sales India, Ashram Road, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA
Manufacturer, Merchant and Exporter
A Company Incorporated under the Indian Company Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA
Used Since :01/04/2014

AHMEDABAD
Chemical Fluid for Heat Exchange or Transfer of Heat, Organic and Inorganic Chemicals including Polymer used in Industry, Industrial Chemicals, and Preservatives for pharmaceutical preparations

COLOUR IS NOT CLAIMED
DRCOAT

2722109    22/04/2014

VIKRAM THERMO (INDIA) LTD
101, Classic Avenue, Opp. Sales India, Ashram Road, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

Manufacturer, Merchant and Exporter
A Company Incorporated under the Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA

Used Since :01/04/2014

AHMEDABAD

Chemical Fluid for Heat Exchange or Transfer of Heat, Organic and Inorganic Chemicals including Polymer used in Industry, Industrial Chemicals, and Preservatives for pharmaceutical preparations
2722112  22/04/2014
VIKRAM THERMO (INDIA) LTD
101, Classic Avenue, Opp. Sales India, Ashram Road, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA
Manufacturer, Merchant and Exporter
A Company Incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Chemical Fluid for Heat Exchange or Transfer of Heat, Organic and Inorganic Chemicals including Polymer used in Industry, Industrial Chemicals, and Preservatives for pharmaceutical preparations

COLOUR IS NOT CLAIMED
EZCOAT

2722115 22/04/2014

VIKRAM THERMO (INDIA) LTD
101, Classic Avenue, Opp. Sales India, Ashram Road, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA
Manufacturer, Merchant and Exporter
A Company Incorporated under the Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Chemical Fluid for Heat Exchange or Transfer of Heat, Organic and Inorganic Chemicals including Polymer used in Industry, Industrial Chemicals, and Preservatives for pharmaceutical preparations
2724436 24/04/2014
MANIBHAI SHAMJIBHAI PATEL
MANIBHAI SHAMJIBHAI PATEL
DEEPAK BABUBHAI PATEL
trading as ;M/S. KRISHNA ENTERPRISES
A/63, BHULABHAI BHARAT SOCIETY, LAXMIKANT ASHRAM ROAD, KATARGAM, SURAT-395004, GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :04/09/2013
AHMEDABAD
CHEMICAL ADHESIVE.
2724439    24/04/2014
MANIBHAI SHAMJIBHAI PATEL
MANIBHAI SHAMJIBHAI PATEL
DEEPAK BABUBHAI PATEL
trading as ;M/S. KRISHNA ENTERPRISES
A/63, BHULABHAI BHARAT SOCIETY, LAXMIKANT ASHRAM ROAD, KATARGAM, SURAT-395004, GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :04/09/2013
AHMEDABAD
CHEMICAL ADHESIVE.
subject to association with 1970274 and no exclusive right over word Extra.
2729580    02/05/2014
FARM BIO-TECH PVT. LTD.
B-607, TITANIUM SQUARE, NEAR THALTEJ CROSS ROAD, THALTEJ, AHMEDABAD - 380 054 - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA
Used Since :01/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
AGRO BIO PRODUCTS AND FERTILIZER.
2746308  29/05/2014
ACE MICA PVT LTD
12, Agrawal Avenue, 4th Floor, Opp. Navrangpura Telephone Exchange, C G Road, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA
Manufacturer and Merchant

A Company Incorporated under the Indian Company’s Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Adhesive used in Industry, Cement for Mending Broken articles, Cement water proofing preparations, Water Proofing chemicals.
2746993  29/05/2014
PATEL RITA ALKESH
trading as ;SHIV AGRO INDUSTRIES
Survey No. 1041, Village: Vanch, Tal: Daskroi, Dist: Ahmedabad 382449, Gujarat, India
Manufacturer and Merchant
A Sole Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA
Used Since :08/12/2012

AHMEDABAD
Potassium Humate, Sodium Humate (Humic Acid and Fulvate Acid)

subject to no exclusive right over the word HUMATE.
2925192  19/03/2015
SAFAL GOYAL REALTY LLP
trading as SAFAL GOYAL REALTY LLP

10 TH FLOOR, COMMERCE HOUSE IV, 100FT ROAD, BESIDE SHELL PETROL PUMP, SATELLITE, PRAHLADNAGAR,
AHMEDABAD - 380015, GUJARAT

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY;
UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS;
TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING
SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY.
2926276  20/03/2015
SAKSHAM JAIN
trading as ;ABRON EXPORTS
105, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, AMBALA CANTT.-133001 HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI TRADE MARK CO.
A/48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI - 110 092.
Used Since :01/04/1997
DELHI
LABORATORY CHEMICALS FOR USE IN EDUCATIONAL SCHOOL, COLLEGE, INDUSTRY AND RESEARCH LABORATORY.
2938294  09/04/2015
CAMLIN FINE SCIENCES LIMITED
F-11 AND 12, WICEL, OPPOSITE SEEPZ MAIN GATE, CENTRAL ROAD, MIDC, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400 093
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

CHEMICAL PRODUCTS USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, MANURES (NATURAL AND
ARTIFICIAL), PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, HERBICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR
KILLING INSECTS AND PESTS
3003848  09/07/2015
SATYANARAYAN BADRINARAYAN RATHI
trading as ; RATHI SEEDS
13, BALAJI COMPLEX, BUS STAND ROAD, JALNA-431203 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURERS, PRODUCER AND TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROSHAN R. TOTALA
C-1, Flat No. 201, Krishna Vatika, Railway Station Road, Old Jalna, Jalna.
Used Since :01/01/1991
MUMBAI
FERTILIZER
DIVYA KRISHNA BATTERY CARE
दिव्य कृष्णा बैटरी केयर

3019707  29/07/2015
ROHTASH SHARMA
C/O JAIN NARAYAN (PURA WALE), HOUSE NO-3590, NEAR JAIN BHAWAN, MAIN CHOWK, TOSHAM DISTRICT,
BHIWANI 127040, HR
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
DISTILLED WATER INCLUDED IN CLASS 1
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word BATTERY CARE
3025907  05/08/2015
VENSUN LABORATRIES PVT LTD
trading as ;VENSUN LABORATRIES PVT LTD
A-20/7 & 20/8,MIDC CHINCHOLI SOLAPUR MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :31/07/2015
MUMBAI
WATER SOLUBLE FERTILIZER AND FERTILIZERS IN CLASS 01
3028008   10/08/2015
YSA BIOTEC PRIVATE LIMITED.
102, VENKATESH DHAM, OPP. 7 SQUARE SCHOOL, MIRA-BHAYANDAR ROAD, MIRA ROAD (EAST), THANE-401107,
MAHARASHTRA INDIA.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :30/04/2015
MUMBAI
FERTILIZER AND CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR USE IN AGRICULTURE, MUTLI MICRO NUTRIENTS FERTILIZERS,
ORGANIC PLANT GROWTH, INCLUDED IN CLASS 01.
3029512  12/08/2015
ELANTASS AGRO PVT. LTD.
S. NO. 19/18, KUPWAD: 416 436, TAL. MIRAJ, DIST.-SANGLI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :05/09/2014
MUMBAI
FERTILIZERS AND AGRO CHEMICALS
3037873  20/08/2015
M/S. SRT AGRO SCIENCE (P) LTD.
VILLAGE FUNDA, TEHSIL PATAN, DISTRICT DURG, C.G.-491111
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMA NAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
bio fertilizers
3052878   11/09/2015
VINAY GUPTA
trading as ;R.K. GUPTA & SONS
328, KATRA HUSSAIN BUX, KHARI BAOLI, DELHI 110006
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VERMA REGISTRATION SERVICE
E-133, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI - 110 007.
Used Since :02/04/2012
DELHI
GUM (ARABIC), ADHESIVES & CHEMICALS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 1.
3084665  23/10/2015
R. HARIKRISHNAN
trading as ; MANUFACTURER
Bio Nature, NO:18, Srinivasa Nagar, Chinnathirupathy, Salem - 636008., Tamilnadu., India.,
MANUFACTURER
PARTNERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH VENKATARAMANY
No 11/6, Ground Floor, 4th Street, Bharathi Nagar, T.Nagar, Chennai - 600017., Tamilnadu., India.
Used Since : 23/09/2013
CHENNAI
AGRICULTURAL PLANT BIO PRODUCT, ORGANIC PRODUCT, GROWTH REGULATOR, BIO STIMULANT, SEAWEED EXTRACT AND PLANT NUTRIENT
3104589 23/11/2015

ROLE AGENCIES
ASHIQUE A.I.
ANAS A.I.
SHANJU K.A.

trading as: ROLE AGENCIES
ROLE AGENCIES, XL/4199 (NEW NO.67/10227), 1ST FLOOR, SWAPNA BUILDING, JEWS STREET, ERNAKULAM, KOCHI-682035.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BENOY K. KADAVAN.
KADVANS LEGAL OFFICES 4TH FLOOR, I.S. PRESS BUILDING, BANERJEE ROAD, KOCHI-682 018.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ADHESIVES USED IN CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY INCLUDING FOR PLUMBING, ROOFING AND FIXATION OF FLOOR TILES;
3109898    28/11/2015
PATEL KIRAN BHOGILAL
PATEL JAYESH BHOGILAL
PATEL JAGESH BHOGILAL
trading as ;VARAHI CHEMICALS
C-1, 91/5, Phase-I, G I D C. Estate, Vatva, Ahmedabad 382445, Gujarat, India.
Manufacturer and Merchant
An Indian Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA
Used Since :01/04/2015

AHMEDABAD
Chemicals used in Textiles industry
3113749  02/12/2015
SAMRAT CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
MR. KISHOR KUMAR SIDHWANI
GIRISH KUMAR SIDHWANI
trading as ;SAMRAT CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
2/9, MEERA NAGAR, 100 FEET ROAD, BHUWANA, UDAIPUR,-313001, RAJASTHAN, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :28/11/2015
AHMEDABAD
CHEMICALS,TWO PACK EPOXY SYSTEM AND ADHESIVE SYSTEM.
3113998  03/12/2015
PREM NATH MAHAJAN
trading as ;MAHAJAN LEATHER STORE
6511/8 HARDHIAN SINGH ROAD DEV NAGAR KAROL BAGH NEW DELHI 110005
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIVAM REGISTRATION CO.
944/3, 2ND FLOOR, FAIZ ROAD, NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI 110005
Used Since :24/11/2015
DELHI
CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRIES, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, AND FORESTALL
NPROCESS ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS, MAR URES: FIRE EXTINGUISHING,
COMPOSITIONS: TEMPER; NG AND SOLDERING, PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING
FOODSTUFF TANNING SUBSTANCES: ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRIES
3116125  04/12/2015
GOURAV CHOPRA
trading as ;SHRI SAI POLYCHEM INDUSTRIES
115, KHASRA NO. 94, VILLAGE KARAWAL NAGAR, DELHI-110094.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/11/2015
DELHI
CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY,
UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS, MANURE, FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS,
TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS, CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS, TANNING
SUBSTANCES, ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY.
3120600 10/12/2015
PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, {OPP MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.
Used Since :31/12/1996
To be associated with:
3108450, 3108504, 3108563, 3108608, 3111766, 3111811, 3112378, 3112423, 3112490, 3112535, 3112586, 3112630, 3115471, 3115516,
3115567, 3115612, 3115664, 3115709, 3115763, 3115808, 3118956, 3119001, 3119054, 3119099, 3120555
DELHI
CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY, AS WELL AS IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND
FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING
COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING
FOODSTUFFS; TANNING SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVES USED IN INDUSTRY
3120839  10/12/2015
PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, { OPP.MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. {INDIA }
Used Since :31/12/1996
DELHI
CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY, AS WELL AS IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTDJICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING., FOODSTUFFS; TANNING SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVES USED IN INDUSTRY
3123292 11/12/2015
VICTUS LABORATORIES INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED,
trading as ;VICTUS LABORATORIES INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED.,
1st Floor, 395-A, Nanjundapuram Road, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore - 641 045, Tamilnadu, India
Manufacturers and Merchants
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since :02/04/2010
CHENNAI
MICRONUTRIENT FERTILIZER FOR SOIL APPLICATION
3125718  15/12/2015
PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, {OPP MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.
Used Since :31/12/1996
DELHI
CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY, AS WELL AS IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVES USED IN INDUSTRY
3125856   15/12/2015
PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, [OPP MC DONALD’S] P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.
Used Since :31/12/1996
DELHI
CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY, AS WELL AS IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND
FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING
COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING
FOODSTUFFS; TANNING SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVES USED IN INDUSTRY
योग गुरु बाबा रामदेवजी महाराज संस्थान

3127296  16/12/2015
Patanjali Ayurved Ltd
D-38 Industrial Area Haridwar-249401, Uttarakhand, India
Manufacturer & Merchant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Bansal & Company
210, JOP Plaza, {OPP MC DONALD”S} P-2, Sector-18, Noida-201 301, NCR Delhi. India.

Used Since :31/12/1996

DELHI
Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry
3129102  17/12/2015
VIJAY RAGHUNATH KADULKAR
trading as ;SIGMA CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
UDAY 341, GROUND FLOOR, GHANTALI DEVI ROAD, NAUPADA, THANE WEST-400 602, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
INDIAN NATIONALS
Used Since :01/12/1974
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS OF FLUXES, INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS, ZINC CHLORIDE.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1810, 14/08/2017 Class 1

S. SENTHIL KUMAR.
trading as ;SRI VIJAY CHEMICAL,
NO. 46, ELANGO STREET, DHARAPADADEVU, KATPADI VELLORE - 632007,
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
PARTNERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARTHIKEYAN. N

Used Since :13/07/1996

CHENNAI


SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3157344  11/01/2016
S. SENTHIL KUMAR.
trading as ;SRI VIJAY CHEMICAL,
NO. 46, ELANGO STREET, DHARAPADADEVU, KATPADI VELLORE - 632007,
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
PARTNERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARTHIKEYAN. N
Used Since :13/07/1996
CHENNAI
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3262378  18/05/2016
RATHI CHEMPELS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;RATHI CHEMPELS PVT. LTD.
RAJARHAT,NORTH TANGRA, DHAPA, KOLKATA 700105, WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
IDEAL TRADE MARK SERVICES.
18, N.S. ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since :10/04/2008

KOLKATA
Fat Liquor (It is typically used in softness the leather When dry with Stretch ability.)
INDRAJIT DHAR
trading as ;RAYS CLEANTECH
296/1,M.B. ROAD,BIRATI,KOLKATA 700051,WEST BENGAL.
MERCHAND & TRADER
ARE PARTNERS BEING INDIAN CITIZEN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
IDEAL TRADE MARK SERVICES.
18, N.S. ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since :01/07/2014

KOLKATA
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE.
AzoNitro+
Azotobacter Liquid Bioinoculant

3511552   21/03/2017
VARUN ASHOK BHAGAT
VARUN BUNGLOW, RASANE NAGAR, SAWEDI, AHMEDNAGAR-414003
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VITARAG VARDHAMAN DOSHI
ASHTAGAD SOCIETY, RAIGAD BUILDING, FLAT NO.6,

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CHEMICAL PRODUCTS FOR USE IN INDUSTRY, AGRICULTURE AND FORESTRY, INCLUDES BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
FERTILIZERS, ORGANIC FERTILIZERS, BIO FERTILIZERS, GRANUALS, PESTICIDES, PLANT NUTRIENTS AND
PRESERVANTS TO BE INCLUDED IN CLASS 01.
Viricease

3512639   23/03/2017

RAYAT AGRO
Sundara Garden, Building No. 1, Flat no. 101, Visawa park Opp. Pushkar Mangal Karyalay, Satara-415001
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :24/01/2017

MUMBAI

Plant growth regulators, Chemicals used in agriculture.
ARPIT

3545815  10/05/2017
HPM CHEMICALS & FERTILIZERS LTD.
209-210, ANUPAM BHAWAN,, AZADPUR COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, AZADPUR, DELHI- 110033
PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BENU GUNJAN JHA
ASHADEEP, 58, M & N, JANTA FLAT, SARITA VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110076

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE, PHOTOGRAPHY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY;
UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIREextinguishing compositions;
TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING
SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVE USED IN INDUSTRY, PLANT GROWTH REGULATOR (PGR).
3564721  06/06/2017
CRYSTAL CROP PROTECTION PRIVATE LIMITED
B-95, WAZIRPUR INDUSTRIAL AREA, WAZIRPUR, DELHI - 110052
a company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CHEMICALS AND CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS; BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTS FOR USE IN SCIENCE, HORTICULTURE, AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY; MANURES AND MANURES MIXTURES; SOIL CONDITIONING AND REGENERATING PREPARATIONS; PLANT GROWTH PROMOTING SUBSTANCES AND ORGANISMS; MICRONUTRIENTS SUBSTANCES; AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE INOCULANTS; UREA COATING AGENTS
3564907    06/06/2017
GREEN CROSS AGRITECH PRIVATE LIMITED
18, AMUL ESTATE, NEAR RAILWAY CROSSING, SARKHEJ, AHMEDABAD - 382210, GUJARAT, INDIA.
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.K.SUTHAR & ASSOCIATES
T-3, VARDHMANKRUPA, NEAR SATTADHAR BUS STOP, SOLA ROAD, GHATLODIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 061
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
CHEMICAL USED IN AGRICULTURE, PARAFFINIC ADJUVANT FOR USE IN AGRICULTURE.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1810, 14/08/2017 Class 1

3565608 07/06/2017
DILIP RATANLAL GANWANI TRADING AS RAMA INDUSTRIES
Gala No: 1260, Near Malkham Compound, Opposite Mahavir School, Mharal – 421 301
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. K. ASSOCIATES
104/2C, 2nd Floor, Lawrence & Mayo House, 276, D. N. Road, Fort, Mumbai - 400 001

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3565607

MUMBAI
Synthetic Resins, Unprocessed Artificial Resins, Unprocessed Urea-Formaldehyde Resins, Phenol, Adhesives, Starch Paste (Adhesive), Gums (Adhesives), Glue, Leather Glue, Gluten (Glue); Acids, All Used For Industrial Purposes Included In Class 01
FRUITUP

3569957  13/06/2017

ZYTEX PRIVATE LIMITED
702/B, POLARIS, OFF MAROL MAROSHI ROAD, ANDHERI(EAST), MUMBAI-400059

A company incorporated under companies act 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
NO.2, TRANQUILITY, 3RD FLOOR, LINDEN STREET, AUSTIN TOWN, BANGALORE-560047.

Used Since :30/03/2017

MUMBAI

Plant Growth Regulators; Plant Growth Media; Plant Growth Regulating Substances; Growth Regulating Preparations (Plant -); Plant Growth Regulating Compositions; Seaweed Extract For Use As A Growth Stimulant On Plants; Natural And Synthetic Plant Growth Media; Substances For Controlling The Growth Of Aquatic Plants; Plant Growth Regulators For Agricultural Purposes; Plant-Growth Regulators Containing Microorganisms; Plant Growth Regulators For Agricultural Use.
3570345  14/06/2017
3W PACKMARK PRIVATE LIMITED
203, PARSHWA COMPLEX ELLORAPARK, VADODARA VADODARA GUJARAT - 390023 INDIA
Used Since :03/05/2017
AHMEDABAD
JEWELLERY CLEANING CHEMICAL AND OTHER PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 1.
3574398  19/06/2017
SRI RAMAPEER AGRO TECH
Plot No. 5, House No. 30, Jai Mangalmurti Gruh Nirman Sanstha, Lawa, Wadi, Maharashtra- 440023
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHINAV SHRIVASTAVA
C/O Martand Legal Advisors 1st Floor, Plot No. 247, Road No 78, Jubilee Hills, Film Nagar Road, Hyderabad-500033
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Agriculture Chemicals, growing fertilizers and chemicals for use in agriculture
MULTIGREEN

3577113    23/06/2017

KAVERI MICROTECK PVT. LTD.,
D.No.513-B, 5th Floor Minerva Complex, Sarojini Devi Road, Secunderabad – 500 003.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Used Since :01/07/2007

CHENNAI

Micronutrient fertilizers.
FERRIPLUS

3577115  23/06/2017
KAVERI MICROTECK PVT. LTD.,
D.No.513-B, 5th Floor Minerva Complex, Sarojini Devi Road, Secunderabad – 500 003.
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/07/2007

CHENNAI
Micronutrient fertilizers.
3580564  29/06/2017
VISHNU MINECHEM PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 297, GIDC INDUSTRIAL AREA, DHARAMPUR, PORBANDAR 360575 STATE GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES, CHEMICAL MATERIALS AND CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS AND NATURAL ELEMENTS.
DULIMAX

3581001     29/06/2017
FINRAY BIOTECH INC
1ST FLOOR, 240 PARESH MAZUMDAR ROAD, HALTU, KASBA, KOLKOTA - 700078, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
partnership firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD - 382443, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
CHEMICAL PRODUCTS USED IN INDUSTRY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, AQUACULTURE, FORESTRY, CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES USED FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS, PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATION/PROMOTER, MINERAL SUPPLEMENT WITH GROWTH PROMOTER AND FERTILIZERS (NATURAL OR ARTIFICIAL), FEED ADDITIVE FOR AQUACULTURE ANIMAL
3582913 03/07/2017

KANNI UVARAJ
NO. 32, DEVELOPED PLOT NP, SIDCO INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, EKKADUTHANGAL, CHENNAI-600 032, TAMIL NADU.
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2686265

CHENNAI
CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY, AS WELL AS IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVES USED IN INDUSTRY.

Transliteration : POORVIKA
CALFILL

3583764  03/07/2017

SHRI MOHAN KUMAR AGARWAL
M/S S.S. CHEMICALS, 41, N.S. ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO. 102, KOLKATA
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.K. AGARWAL & CO.
6/2, GALI BARAH BHAI, BELANGANJ, AGRA - 282 004.

Used Since :01/04/2017

KOLKATA

Adhesive used in Industry, Chemicals Used In Industry, In Particular For The Manufacture Of Plastics, Papers, Pigments, India Rubber And Rubber; Natural Calcium Carbonate Powder, Calcite Powder, Talc, Silicate Of Magnesium And Other Chemicals; Non-Metallic Minerals, Plant Growth Regulating Preparations, Fertilizers And Unprocessed Plastics; Concrete Additives, PVC Chemicals
BATTALION FS

3584211  04/07/2017
SWAL CORPORATION LTD
Uniphos House, Madhu Park, 11th Road, Khar (West), Mumbai – 400 052
BODY INCORPORATE-Company registered under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Fertilizer and chemical products for use in agriculture, multi micro nutrients fertilizers, Organic plant growth nutrient, additive chemical to fungicides, additive chemical to insecticides, flower preservatives, chemicals for forestry, phosphorus, plant growth regulating preparations, Carbolineum for the protection of Plant
SWAL CORPORATION LTD
Uniphos House, Madhu Park, 11th Road, Khar (West), Mumbai – 400 052
BODY INCORPORATE-Company registered under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1869661

MUMBAI
Fertilizer and chemical products for use in agriculture, multi micro nutrients fertilizers, Organic plant growth nutrient, additive chemical to fungicides, additive chemical to insecticides, flower preservatives, chemicals for forestry, phosphorus, plant growth regulating preparations, Carbolineum for the protection of Plant
3584250  04/07/2017
RISHABH PARAKH
trading as ;UNITED BLENDS
A 603, KAILASH MANSAROVAR, OPP. NARAYANA SCHOOL, BEHIND MAXUS MALL, BHAYANDAR (WEST), THANE - 401 101 MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
UNPROCESSED PLASTICS IN THE FORM OF POWDER OR GRANULES, MOISTURE REPELLANT COATINGS [OTHER THAN PAINTS]
MARUDHARA MICRO-6

3584517    04/07/2017

PAWAN VERMA
trading as ;MARUDHARA FERILIZERS AND CHEMICALS
S.NO. 108-B NEW DHAN MANDI-HANUMANGARH JN. 3335512 (RAJASTHAN)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NARESH KUMAR GUPTA
16-E BLOCK (OPP SHEETLA MATA PARK) SRI GANGA NAGAR RAJASTHAN)

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
FERTILIZERS, BIO-FERTILIZERS.
3584670 04/07/2017
RAJ KUMAR NARESH Trading As : BHARTI AGRO COMPOST & FERTILIZERS
OPP RAM MANOHAR LOHIA INSTITUTE SIKRI KALAN, MODINAGAR (UP)
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF ORGANIC FERTILIZERS; CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, FORESTRY; MICRO NUTRIENT SUBSTANCES, PLANT GROWTH REGULATORS, PROMOTERS AND BIO-STIMULANTS, PLANT ENERGIZERS, FLOWERING STIMULANTS, YIELD BOOSTER PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 1
GODFREY GLOBAL VENTURES LLP.
1257/1, OPP. THAMAN GAS SERVICE, MAIN RAHON ROAD, LUDHIANA-141007 (PB.)
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Chemical used in Industry, Science, Photography, Agriculture, Horticulture and Forestry.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SEALANTS, SEALING CHEMICALS, ADHESIVES, RESINS, HARDENERS, EPOXY CHEMICALS, EPOXY FILLING, COATING CHEMICALS AND PUTTY FOR DOMESTIC AND INDUSTRIAL USE INCLUDED IN CLASS 1.
3585466   05/07/2017  
YORK POLYCOMPOUND LLP
PLOT NO-L-302/2/8, NEAR NILKANTH MAHADEV ROAD, PHASE-I, NARODA G.I.D.C, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT-INDIA.
limited liability partnership firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :01/04/2017

AHMEDABAD
PLASTICS IN THE FORM OF GRANULES, RAW PLASTICS IN THE FORM OF GRANULES, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS IN
THE FORM OF POWDER OR GRANULES, PLASTIC IN THE FORM OF GRANULES FOR USE IN INDUSTRY INCLUDED IN
CLASS-01
HELISOL
3585994 06/07/2017
WACKER CHEMIE AG
Hanns-Seidel-Platz 4, 81737 München, Germany
A company duly registered under the laws of Germany
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Chemical products used in industry, science and photography; unprocessed plastics; compounds that crosslink to form plastics; unprocessed plastics in the form of solutions, emulsions, dispersions, powders, granules, pastes, extrudates and in dried form; solutions that contain plastic material included in this class; organosilicon compounds; silanes; silicones; solutions, dispersions and emulsions containing silicones; liquid crystals included in this class; solutions containing liquid crystals included in this class; liquid crystals that crosslink to form polymers included in this class; solutions of liquid crystals that crosslink to form polymers included in this class.
3586074  06/07/2017
BABANRAO ANANTRAO DAVADKAR
NEAR CHAUNDESHWARI TEMPLE KAIJ BEED ,KAIJ-431126
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; Unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; Manures; Fire extinguishing compositions; Tempering and soldering preparations; Chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; Tanning substances; Adhesives used in industry.
ZEOGEM

3586435  06/07/2017
G M BIOCHEM PVT. LTD.
208, SHANTI ARCADE, NEAR SAHJANAND COMPLEX, 132 FEET RING ROAD, NARANPURA, AHMEDABAD - 380013,
GUJARAT, INDIA
BODY INCORPORATE (A COMPANY INCORPORATE UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 2013)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD -
382443, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

CHEMICAL PRODUCTS USED IN INDUSTRY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, AQUACULTURE, FORESTRY, CHEMICAL
SUBSTANCES USED FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS, PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATION/PROMOTER,
MINERAL SUPPLEMENT WITH GROWTH PROMOTER AND FERTILIZERS (NATURAL OR ARTIFICIAL), FEED ADDITIVE
FOR AQUACULTURE ANIMAL
ZEOBEEDZ

3586437  06/07/2017

G M BIOCHEM PVT. LTD.
208, SHANTI ARCADE, NEAR SAHJANAND COMPLEX, 132 FEET RING ROAD NARANPURA, AHMEDABAD - 380013,
GUJARAT, INDIA
BODY INCORPORATE (A COMPANY INCORPORATE UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 2013)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD -
382443, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

CHEMICAL PRODUCTS USED IN INDUSTRY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, AQUACULTURE, FORESTRY, CHEMICAL
SUBSTANCES USED FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS, PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATION/PROMOTER,
MINERAL SUPPLEMENT WITH GROWTH PROMOTER AND FERTILIZERS (NATURAL OR ARTIFICIAL), FEED ADDITIVE
FOR AQUACULTURE ANIMAL
BEEDZ

3586438  06/07/2017

G M BIOCHEM PVT. LTD.
208, SHANTI ARCADE, NEAR SAHJANAND COMPLEX, 132 FEET RING ROAD, NARANPURA, AHMEDABAD - 380013,
GUJARAT, INDIA
BODY INCORPORATE (A COMPANY INCORPORATE UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 2013)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD -
382443, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

CHEMICAL PRODUCTS USED IN INDUSTRY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, AQUACULTURE, FORESTRY, CHEMICAL
SUBSTANCES USED FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS, PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATION/PROMOTER,
MINERAL SUPPLEMENT WITH GROWTH PROMOTER AND FERTILIZERS (NATURAL OR ARTIFICIAL), FEED ADDITIVE
FOR AQUACULTURE ANIMAL
BHUMILITE

3586439   06/07/2017

G M BIOCHEM PVT. LTD.
208, SHANTI ARCADE, NEAR SAHJANAND COMPLEX, 132 FEET RING ROAD NARANPURA, AHMEDABAD - 380013, GUJARAT, INDIA
BODY INCORPORATE (A COMPANY INCORPORATE UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 2013)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD - 382443, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

CHEMICAL PRODUCTS USED IN INDUSTRY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, AQUACULTURE, FORESTRY, CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES USED FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS, PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATION/PROMOTER, MINERAL SUPPLEMENT WITH GROWTH PROMOTER AND FERTILIZERS (NATURAL OR ARTIFICIAL), FEED ADDITIVE FOR AQUACULTURE ANIMAL
AGROGEM
3586440  06/07/2017
G M BIOCHEM PVT. LTD.
208, SHANTI ARCADE, NEAR SAHJANAND COMPLEX, 132 FEET RING ROAD, NARANPURA, AHMEDABAD - 380013,
GUJARAT, INDIA
BODY INCORPORATE (A COMPANY INCORPORATE UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 2013)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD -
382443, GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
CHEMICAL PRODUCTS USED IN INDUSTRY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, AQUACULTURE, FORESTRY, CHEMICAL
SUBSTANCES USED FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS, PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATION/PROMOTER,
MINERAL SUPPLEMENT WITH GROWTH PROMOTER AND FERTILIZERS (NATURAL OR ARTIFICIAL), FEED ADDITIVE
FOR AQUACULTURE ANIMAL
ZEOAGRI

3586441  06/07/2017
G M BIOCHEM PVT. LTD.
208, SHANTI ARCADE, NEAR SAHJANAND COMPLEX, 132 FEET RING ROAD, NARANPURA, AHMEDABAD - 380013,
GUJARAT, INDIA
BODY INCORPORATE (A COMPANY INCORPORATE UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 2013)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD -
382443, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

CHEMICAL PRODUCTS USED IN INDUSTRY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, AQUACULTURE, FORESTRY, CHEMICAL
SUBSTANCES USED FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS, PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATION/PROMOTER,
MINERAL SUPPLEMENT WITH GROWTH PROMOTER AND FERTILIZERS (NATURAL OR ARTIFICIAL), FEED ADDITIVE
FOR AQUACULTURE ANIMAL
Safe Chlor

3586450  06/07/2017

N.GIRI PRASATH
No.3,Vetrivel Nagar, Opp Gold wins, Civil Aerodrome post, Coimbatore-641014
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARTHIKEYAN. N

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry.
3586688  07/07/2017

M/S SMART INDUSTRIES
Plot No.12, APMC Yard, Bhairdevarakoppa, Hubli - 580025
Partnership firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

HARIKRISHNA S HOLLA
193, KASHI BHAVAN, 6TH CROSS, GANDHINAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 009
Used Since :01/12/1989

CHENNAI
AGRICULTURE CHEMICALS
3587399  08/07/2017
AGRIFEED FERTILIZER’S (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
Flat No. F - 401, Rushiraj Harmony, Savarkar Nagar, Nashik – 422 005
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhmal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :24/02/2015
MUMBAI
FERTILIZERS, LIQUID FERTILIZERS, PLANT NUTRIENTS & BIO PRODUCTS
3587830  08/07/2017
KANNI UVARAJ
NO. 32, DEVELOPED PLOT NP, SIDCO INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, EKKADUTHANGAL, CHENNAI-600 032, TAMIL NADU.
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2686265, 3573516, 3577979, 3578517, 3582913, 3583800

CHENNAI
CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY, AS WELL AS IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS; MANURES; FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS; TEMPERING AND SOLDERING PREPARATIONS; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; TANNING SUBSTANCES; ADHESIVES USED IN INDUSTRY.

Transliteration : POORVIKA
VIJAY NACHAN TRADING AS ALMIGHTY CROP SCIENCE
112, Dravid Nagar, Fourthi Kothi Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452009
Indian Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Micronutrients for application to crops, Growth promoters [other than for medical or veterinary use], Plant-growth regulators & Soil conditioning preparations for enhancing the growth of horticultural products, Bio-fertilizer & fertilizer.
3588993  11/07/2017

VIJAY NACHAN TRADING AS ALMIGHTY CROP SCIENCE INDIA
112, Dravid Nagar, Fouthi Kothi Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452009
Sole Proprietary firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Micronutrients for application to crops, Growth promoters [other than for medical or veterinary use], Plant-growth regulators & Soil conditioning preparations for enhancing the growth of horticultural products, Bio-fertilizer & fertilizer.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1810, 14/08/2017

3589364 11/07/2017
PIKORAJ BISWAS
A/10, Kalyani Apartment, Punjabi Para, Siliguri-734001, West Bengal
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since: 24/01/2016

KOLKATA

PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATION, ORGANIC DIGESTATE (FERTILISER), SEAWEED (FERTILISER), PREPARATION OF TRACE ELEMENTS FOR PLANTS.
3589367    11/07/2017
PIKORAJ BISWAS
A/10, Kalyani Apartment, Punjabi Para, Siliguri-734001, West Bengal
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since: 01/03/2017

KOLKATA
PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATION, ORGANIC DIGESTATE (FERTILISER), SEAWEED (FERTILISER), PREPARATION OF TRACE ELEMENTS FOR PLANTS.
3589670  12/07/2017
M/S. DOLPHIN ENTERPRISES
# 6-16-18, SAI NILAYAM, 16/1, ARUNDELPET, GUNTUR - 522002, A.P.,
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA
16-8-746, New MAalakpet, Hyderabad, Telangana-500024, India, Ph:9052012121

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES, CHEMICAL MATERIALS AND CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS, AND NATURAL ELEMENTS, CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS FOR WATER TREATMENT, FILTERING MEDIA OF CHEMICAL AND NON-CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN THE CLASS, WATER PURIFYING CHEMICALS
3590313    13/07/2017
SHAKUNT APTE
trading as ;CHEVETOL
407 Arista, Near HOF Showroom, Sindhu Bhavan Road, Bodakdev, Ahmedabad-380054, GUJARAT, INDIA.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H RATHORE & COMPANY
A-12, SHUKAN BUNGLOWS, OPP NEW GUJARAT HIGH COURT, CHANKYAPURI ROAD, GHATLODIYA, AHMEDABAD 380009 INDIA.
Used Since :01/12/2016
AHMEDABAD
CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY, CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS, FLAVOUR ENHANCERS FOR FOODSTUFFS, TANNING SUBSTANCES, ADHESIVES USED IN INDUSTRY, POLYMERIZATION PLASTICS, UNPROCESSED OR RAW PLASTICS.
NOVANITE

3591692  14/07/2017

M/S NOVAGEN SYNBIOTICS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 432, H NO. 8-6-62/1, SRI SRINIVASAPURAM COLONY, KARMANGHAT, HYDERABAD - 500070, RANGAREDDY, TELANGANA, INDIA.
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, HIG 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

CHEMICAL USED IN INDUSTRY, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, AQUACULTURE, FORESTRY; CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES USED FOR PRESERVING FOODSTUFFS; PLANT GROWTH REGULATING PREPARATIONS; MINERAL FERTILIZERS; ADDITIVES (CHEMICAL) FOR USE IN THE MANUFACTURE OF ANIMAL FOODSTUFFS.
2270591  23/01/2012
SUBHASH.G.JAIN
trading as ;RAJSHREE INDUTRIES
42/A, KIADB, SANKALAPUR INDUSTRIAL AREA, BELLARY ROAD, HOSPET - 583 201, BELLARY DISTRICT, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since : 16/01/2012
CHENNAI
ALL TYPES OF PAINTS, DISTEMPERS VARNISHES, THINNERS, FLOORING OXIDES, TURPENTINE, PUTTY AND WHITE ZINC
3033574 17/08/2015

SHAILESH AMBAVI PATEL,
trading as: KATARIA ENTERPRISES
58/60, MINT ROAD CROSS LANE, GROUND FLOOR, KANJI KHETSHI BUILDING, FORT, MUMBAI-400001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Used Since: 03/08/2015

MUMBAI
TONERS AND SPARE PARTS FOR PHOTOCOPIERS, TONER CARTRIDGE, BLACK TONER, COLOUR TONER, PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 2.
FLYOFF

3049594  08/09/2015
TUHINA AGARWAL
trading as ;VINAYAK CORPORATIONS
K.B-15, KAVI NAGAR, GHAZIABAD 201002
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Used Since :13/08/2015
DELHI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF PAINTS & COATINGS.
3061955  23/09/2015
LUMINOUS POWER TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
C - 56, MAYAPURI INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-II, MAYAPURI, NEW DELHI-110064.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :23/04/1992
DELHI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD;
COLORANTS; MORDANTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS,
DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS.
3097885  16/11/2015
VIPUL DYE CHEM LIMITED
102, ANDHERI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OFF. VEERA DESAI ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE KAVITA V, RAIPURE.
LEONARD CORPORATE SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD. OFFICE No. 8, LUCKY MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ABOVE HEERA LAB.
VAKOLA MARKET, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400 055
Used Since :01/11/2015

MUMBAI
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT OF DYES, DYESTUFF, COLORANTS, PIGMENTS
3104590  23/11/2015
ROLE AGENCIES
trading as ;ROLE AGENCIES
ROLE AGENCIES,XL/4199 (NEW NO.67/10227),1ST FLOOR,SWAPNA BUILDING,JEWS STREET,ERNAKULAM,KOCHI-682035.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BENOY K. KADAVAN.
KADVANS LEGAL OFFICES 4TH FLOOR, I.S. PRESS BUILDING, BANERJEE ROAD, KOCHI-682 018.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PAINTS,VARNISHES,LACQUERS INCLUDING ROOFING COMPOUNDS;
3120601  10/12/2015
Patanjali Ayurved Ltd
D-38 Industrial Area Haridwar-249401
Manufacturer & Merchant
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Bansal & Company
210, JOP Plaza, {Opp MC DONALD’S} P-2, Sector-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR Delhi, India.
Used Since : 31/12/1996
To be associated with:
3108451, 3108505, 3108564, 3108609, 3111767, 3111812, 3112379, 3112424, 3112491, 3112536, 3112587, 3112631, 3115472, 3115517,
3115568, 3115613, 3115665, 3115710, 3115764, 3115809, 3118957, 3119002, 3119055, 3119100, 3120556, 3120601
DELHI
Paints, Varnishes, Lacquers; Preservatives against Rust and Against Deterioration of Wood; Colorants; Mordants; Raw Natural Resins; Metals in Foil and Powder Form for Painters, Decorators, Printers and Artists
3120840   10/12/2015
PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, { OPP.MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. {INDIA }
Used Since :31/12/1996
To be associated with:
3120660
DELHI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD;
COLORANTS; MORDANTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER. FORM FOR PAINTERS,
DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS
3124602  13/12/2015
SUSHMA BUILDTECH LIMITED
trading as ;SUSHMA BUILDTECH LIMITED
SCO-172-173, FIRST FLOOR, SECTOR-9C, MADHYA MARG, CHANDIGARH, U.T- CHANDIGARH-160009
Manufacturing and Trading
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordents; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters; decorators; printers and artists
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
योग गुरु बाबा रामदेव संस्थान

3125719 15/12/2015
PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, [OPP MC DONALD"S] P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI, INDIA.
Used Since :31/12/1996

DELHI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD;
COLORANTS; MORDANTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS,
DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS
PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, {OPP MC DONALD'S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.
Used Since :31/12/1996
DELHI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD;
COLORANTS; MORDANTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS,
DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS
3132251  19/12/2015
LAV KUMAR DEWANGAN
H.No. 829, Bhatapara, Near Govt. H. S. School, Kurud-
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAAD ASSOCIATES
343, Dr. Ambedkar Nagar, Indore - 452008, Madhya Pradesh
Used Since :01/04/2013

MUMBAI
Wall Putty and Paints
3143245    29/12/2015
CARLO PAINTS & CHEMICALS (P) LTD.
trading as ;CARLO PAINTS & CHEMICALS (P) LTD.
KH. NO. 33/13/1, NIZAMPUR ROAD, VILLAGE GHEVRA, DELHI-110081
Manufacturing & Trading
Company Incorporated under companies act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since :07/01/1993
To be associated with:
588181
DELHI
Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordents; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters; decorators; printers and artists; siccatives [drying agents] for paints
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3145283  31/12/2015
COLOR N COLORANTS PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 17, SECTOR D-1, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SANWER ROAD, INDORE (M.P.)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :15/12/2015
MUMBAI
PAINTS, PRIMERS, ENAMELS, EMULSIONS, DISTEMPER, WATER PROOFING COMPOUNDS, WATER PROOFING CEMENT, PUTTIES, THINNERS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND. AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD; COLORANTS; MORDENTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS; DECORATORS; PRINTERS AND ARTISTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 02
3154668 09/01/2016
MR. KASHISH KHARAKIA.
MR. NITIN JAIN.
trading as :OZELL COONER PAINTS.
42, 2ND FLOOR, CLUB ROAD, WEST PUNJABI BAGH, DELHI-110026, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since : 01/12/2015
DELHI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, WOOD COATINGS, DECORATIVE, AND ARTISTS PAINTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 2.
3154712  09/01/2016
MR. KASHISH KHARAKIA.
MR. NITIN JAIN.
trading as ;OZELL COONER PAINTS.
42, 2ND FLOOR, CLUB ROAD, WEST PUNJABI BAGH, DELHI-110026, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/12/2015
DELHI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, WOOD COATINGS, DECORATIVE, AND ARTISTS PAINTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 2.
3154713  09/01/2016
MR. KASHISH KHARAKIA.
MR. NITIN JAIN.
trading as; OZELL COONER PAINTS.
42, 2ND FLOOR, CLUB ROAD, WEST PUNJABI BAGH, DELHI-110026, INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since: 01/12/2015
To be associated with:
3154712
DELHI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, WOOD COATINGS, DECORATIVE, AND ARTISTS PAINTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 2.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1810, 14/08/2017 Class 2

3385668 13/10/2016
S.J.SHANKAR
trading as ;ADVANCE FINE MATERIALS
PLO NO.D-10, 6TH MAIN ROAD, SURVEY NO.545 AND 548, SIPCOT PALLAPATTI, NILAKOTAI TALUK, DINDIGUL-624201, TAMIL NADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K.P. PADMANABHAN
NO. 90, J.J. COMPLEX, THIRUMANGALAM, ANNA NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 040, TAMIL NADU, INDIA.
Used Since :01/04/2016
CHENNAI
Pigments for Paints.
3413670  20/11/2016
PRAMOD KUMAR BAJAJ & AMAN BAJAJ
A-5, MAYAPURI, PHASE-1, NEW DELHI, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Paints, varnishes, lacquers, preservatives against rust and against deteriorations of wood, colorants, mordents, raw natural resins, metals in foil and powder from for painters, decorators, printers and artists.
EPOGUARD

3579902  28/06/2017

ATUL LIMITED
LEGAL AND SECRETARIAL DEPT. P. O. ATUL - 396020 DIST VALSAD GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

EPOGUARD IS EPOXY AND PU BASED PROTECTIVE PAINTS, OUTSTANDING BAND STRENGTH AND CHEMICAL RESISTANCE ARE KEY PROPERTIES OF EPOXY BASED PAINTS WHEN APPLIED ON VARIOUS SUBSTRATES INCLUDING METALS AND CONCRETE. PU BASED PAINTS TO BE ON TOP OF EPOXY TO ACHIEVE UV RESISTANCE AND AESTHETICS. PU PAINTS ARE OFFERED IN VARIOUS SHADES TO MEET THE DEMAND OF USERS WHEREAS EPOXY PAINTS ARE AVAILABLE IN NATURAL SHADE. EPOGUARD PAINTS ARE BEST FOR VARIOUS SURFACES WHICH GET DAMAGED FREQUENTLY DUE TO EXPOSURE IN CORROSIVE ENVIRONMENT. EPOXY AND PU PAINTS ARE IDEAL FOR CHEMICAL MANUFACTURING PLANTS, MARINE INDUSTRY, HEAVY ELECTRICAL MACHINES AND METAL STRUCTURES EXPOSED TO INDOOR AND OUTDOOR.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1810 , 14/08/2017  Class 2

ASHRUNATH BHARAT AMBEKAR
TULIP, FLAT NO.1402/1403, PLOT NO. 10, SECTOR NO. 06, REGENCY GARDEN, NAVI MUMBAI 410 210
manufacturer & merchant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
paint, varnish, lacquers, preservatives, colorauts, mordarts, raw natural resius metal in foil & powder form for painters, anti corrosive preparations, dyes, water colour, photo copier toner, toner cartridge, cartridge for printers, ink jet
BELLFRANCE

3581494  30/06/2017

SHOBIT GUPTA
trading as ;BELLFRANCE PAINTS
CLUB ROAD, MANDI GOBINDGARH-147301, PUNJAB STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BOMBAY TRADE MARK CO.
NEW RAILWAY ROAD, JALANDHAR CITY, PUNJAB STATE.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
PAINTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 02
SMKROLEX
3582542 01/07/2017
S. Mallesh trading as SRI MALLIKARJUNA PAINT INDUSTRIES
D.No.3-16-92/99/A, Venkatreddy Nagar, Ramanthapur, Hyderabad
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.)
Used Since: 01/01/2013
CHENNAI
Distempers, cement primers, emulsions colours and wall putties.
SMKJIYO

3582543  01/07/2017

S.MALLESHE TRADING AS, SRI MALLIKARJUNA PAINT INDUSTRIES
D.No.3-16-92/99/A, Venkatreddy Nagar, Ramanthapur, Hyderabad-500 013

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Used Since :01/01/2013

CHENNAI

Distempers, cement primers, emulsions colours and wall putties.
UJWALA'S NEW ASIAN WHITE PLUS

3582552  01/07/2017

Mrs. GONA PADAMAVATHI Proprietor of M/S. UJWALA CHEMICALS
H.NO: 2-3-269, SAI NAGAR, NAGOLE VILLAGE, HYDERABAD-500035, TELANGANA, INDIA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, HIG 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3318237, 3320605, 3324553, 3490111

CHENNAI

PAINTS, WHITE LIME WASH;
3582914   03/07/2017
KANNI UVARAJ
NO. 32, DEVELOPED PLOT NP, SIDCO INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, EKKADUTHANGAL, CHENNAI-600 032, TAMIL NADU.
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2686266

CHENNAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD;
COLORANTS; MORDANTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR USE IN PAINTING,
DECORATING, PRINTING AND ART.

Transliteration : POORVIKA
3583716  03/07/2017
CHEMTECH SPECIALITY INDIA PVT. LTD.
914, Excellencia, Lodha Supremus 2, Wagle Estate, Thane – 400 604, State of Maharashtra, India.
An Indian Company Registered under the Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VEENA C GVALANI
ATUR PARK, 3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S.T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI-400071.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
In respect of paints; dyestuffs; stains for use on leather; liquid colorants in an aqueous solution; dyes; colorants, varnishes, pigments; inorganic and organic pigments; solvents for diluting colorants; lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordants; raw natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists.
KTI
3584486  04/07/2017
PIYUSH KHURANA
903, SHALEEN APARTMENTS NEAR SEEMA ROW HOUSE, GHODDOD ROAD, SURAT - 395007 GUJARAT INDIA
Used Since :04/02/2013
AHMEDABAD
INKJET PRINTER INK, SCREEN PRINTING INKS AND TYPOGRAPHIC INK.
3585277  05/07/2017
GODFREY GLOBAL VENTURES LLP.
1257/1, OPP. THAMAN GAS SERVICE, MAIN RAHON ROAD, LUDHIANA-141007 (PB.)
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Paints, Varnishes, Lacquers; Preservatives Against Rust & Against Deterioration of Wood; Colorants; Mordants; Raw Natural Resins; Metals in Foil & Powder Form for use in Painting, Decorating, Printing & Art.
B.V.ASHWINI (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS SHREE PAVAMANA ENTERPRISES
No. 117, 18th Main Road, J.C.Nagar, Near Pipe Line Road, Geleyara Balaga Layout, Bengaluru - 560086, Karnataka
Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Paints, Paint thinners, varnishes, lacquers; Preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; Colorants;
Mordants; Raw natural resins; Metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art
H.N. PRAKASH (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS AADHARSHA INDUSTRIES
# 27, Bylakonanahalli, Kachohalli Industrial Area, Near Magadi Main Road, Bengaluru - 562123, Karnataka
Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Paints, Paint thinners, varnishes, lacquers; Preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; Colorants; Mordants; Raw natural resins; Metals in foil and powder form for use in painting, decorating, printing and art
JUGAL BIPIN SHIYAL TRADING AS BIPIN CORPORATION
A/1-2, Raghunath Mhatre Compound, Shankara Nagar, Sonar Pada, MIDC Phase II, Dombivli (E), - 421 203
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. K. ASSOCIATES
104/2C, 2nd Floor, Lawrence & Mayo House, 276, D. N. Road, Fort, Mumbai - 400 001
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Turpentine Used As Thinner In Paints and Varnishes, Paint Additives in the Nature of Reducers, Thinners, Varnishes And Lacquers Included In Class 02.
FOTONIC

3587549 08/07/2017

JET CARTRIDGE INDIA PVT LTD
NO.4, GROUND FLOOR, SHIPPING HOUSE, 22/26, KUMTHA STREET, FORT, MUMBAI-400001
A PVT LTD COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY'S ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THAKKAR ASSOCIATE.
TRIBHOVAN GIRDHAR NIWAS, BLOCK NO. 25, 1ST FLOOR, L. L. ROAD, VILE PARLE (W), MUMBAI-400 056.

Used Since :09/06/2003

MUMBAI

INK, INKJET INK, TEXTILE INKJET INK, REACTIVE INK, SUBLIMATION INK, PIGMENT-TEXTILE INK, PIGMENT PHOTO INK, DYE PHOTO INK, ACID INK, DESPISE INK, SCREEN PRINTING INK, POSITIVE INKJET INK, CERAMIC INKJET INK, CROCKERY INKJET INK, FLUORESCENT INKJET INK, WATER BASE INKJET INK, WIDE FORMAL INK, DESKTOP INK, EDIBLE INK
3587831  08/07/2017
KANNI UVARAJ
NO. 32, DEVELOPED PLOT NP, SIDCO INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, EKKADUTHANGAL, CHENNAI-600 032, TAMIL NADU.
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2686266

CHENNAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS; PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD;
COLORANTS; MORDANTS; RAW NATURAL RESINS; METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR USE IN PAINTING,
DECORATING, PRINTING AND ART.

Transliteration: POORVIKA
INTIMA

3590684 13/07/2017
KANSAI NEROLAC PAINTS LIMITED
NEROLAC HOUSE, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1913

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD,
COLORANTS, MORDENTS, RAW NATURAL RESINS, METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS,
DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1810 , 14/08/2017           Class 2

SORA
3590686    13/07/2017
KANSAI NEROLAC PAINTS LIMITED
NEROLAC HOUSE, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1913

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD,
COLORANTS, MORDENTS, RAW NATURAL RESINS, METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS,
DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS
SILVER TECH

3590687  13/07/2017
KANSAI NEROLAC PAINTS LIMITED
NEROLAC HOUSE, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1913

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:

1738006

MUMBAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD, COLORANTS, MORDENTS, RAW NATURAL RESINS, METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS, DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS
GLORIA

3590688  13/07/2017
KANSAI NEROLAC PAINTS LIMITED
NEROLAC HOUSE, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1913

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
PAINTS, VARNISHES, LACQUERS, PRESERVATIVES AGAINST RUST AND AGAINST DETERIORATION OF WOOD, COLORANTS, MORDENTS, RAW NATURAL RESINS, METALS IN FOIL AND POWDER FORM FOR PAINTERS, DECORATORS, PRINTERS AND ARTISTS
EAGLE
1983648    23/06/2010
NAGPAL TRDERS
7/283 LALITA PARK LAXMI NAGAR DELHI-92
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER
INDIAN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TAX LAWS & TRADE MARKS CO.
I-182 (B), STREET NO.15, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92.
Used Since :01/05/2002
DELHI
SHINING PREPARATION, CLEANING PREPARATION, PERFUMERY SILICONE, CREAM POLISH.
JOHN LUIS
2013807  25/08/2010
SH. VINOD ASRANI
trading as ;M/S. ST. LOUIS INC
250, KOTLA GAON, MAYUR VIHAR, PHASE - I, DELHI - 110091.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.P. SINGH, ADV.
B-77, B.G.S. BLOCK, TIS HAZARI COURTS, DELHI-110054
Used Since :01/01/2010
DELHI
PERFUMERY & ALL TYPE OF COSMETIC PRODUCTS, OILS, SOAPS,TOILETS PREPARATIONS, ESSENTIAL OILS,
SCENTS, SPRAY PERFUMES, SHAMPOO, CREAMS, INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
MAC SHEEN SUPREME
2013833   25/08/2010
MAKE-UP ART COSMETICS INC
767 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10153, USA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COSMETICS.
2014258   26/08/2010
SUNDER LAL SAHU
trading as ;MYSORE SHAKUNTLA PERFUMERY WORKS
128/126, D - BLOCK, KIDWAI NAGAR, KANPUR, U.P
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANSHUL & CO.
H-882, SATYAM VIHAR, AVAS VIKAS COLONY, KALYANPUR, KANPUR-208017, U.P.
Used Since :01/04/2001
DELHI
AGARBATTI & DHOOP BATTI INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "PARIS".
2015172  27/08/2010
CHANDAN VAISH
trading as ;GUPTA AGARBATTI UDYOG
KASBA ICHAULI TIKAIT NAGAR P-221415 BARABANKI UP
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT OR TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOOD LUCK TRADE MARK CO.
128/564 (FLAT NO.3), K- BLOCK, KIDWAI NAGAR, KANPUR-208011, (U.P.)
Used Since :15/08/2004
DELHI
AGARBATTI, DHOOP BATTI, HAWAN SAMAGRI, WASHING POWDER & CAKE
2015174 27/08/2010
CHANDAN VAISH
trading as ;GUPTA AGARBATTI UDYOG
KASBA ICHAULI TIKAIT NAGAR P-221415 BARABANKI UP
MANUFACTURER,MERCHANT OR TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOOD LUCK TRADE MARK CO.
128/564 (FLAT NO.3), K- BLOCK, KIDWAI NAGAR, KANPUR-208011, (U.P.)
Used Since :15/08/2004
DELHI
AGABATTI,DHOOP BATTI,HAWAN SAMAGRI WASHING POWDER & CAKE
2015175  27/08/2010
CHANDAN VAISH
trading as ;GUPTA AGARBATTI UDYOG
KASBA ICHAULI TIKAIT NAGAR P-221415 BARABANKI UP
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT OR TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOOD LUCK TRADE MARK CO.
128/564 (FLAT NO.3), K- BLOCK, KIDWAI NAGAR, KANPUR-208011, (U.P.)
Used Since : 15/08/2004
DELHI
AGARBATTI, DHOOP BATTI, HAWAN SAMAGRI, WASHING POWDER & CAKE
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE SWADESHI.
2015176  27/08/2010
CHANDAN VAISH
trading as ;GUPTA AGARBATTI UDYOG
KASBA ICHAULI TIKAIT NAGAR P-221415 BARABANKI UP
MANUFACTURER,MERCHANT OR TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOOD LUCK TRADE MARK CO.
128/564 (FLAT NO.3), K- BLOCK, KIDWAI NAGAR, KANPUR-208011, (U.P.)
Used Since :15/08/2004
DELHI
AGARBATTI ,DHOOP BATTI ,HAWAN SAMAGRI WASHING POWDER & CAKE
ALL ROUNDER

2018353 03/09/2010

PROCTER & GAMBLE BUSINESS SERVICES CANADA COMPANY.
1959 UPPER WATER STREET, SUITE 800, HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA, B3J 2X2, CANADA

A COMPANY DULY ORGANISED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF CANADA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
TOOTHPASTE; DENTIFRICES; MOUTHWASHES; TOOTHPowDER; DENTAL RINSE; TARTAR REMOVING MATERIALS; TEETH POLISH MATERIALS; CLEANSING PREPARATIONS FOR ARTIFICIAL TEETH; ARTIFICIAL TOOTH POLISH MATERIAL; NON-MEDICATED ORAL RINSE, PREPARATIONS FOR THE CARE AND HYGIENE OF THE MOUTH, TEETH, THROAT, GUMS AND BUCCAL CAVITY; RINSING PREPARATIONS TO PREVENT TARTAR AND CARIES; TOOTH CLEANING PREPARATIONS; TOOTH CARE PREPARATIONS; CLEANSING POWDERS; TARTAR COLORING TABLETS.
MUMTOZ HERBAL HEENA

2030028     29/09/2010

MIDWAY PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 4, OFFICE NO. A - 116, FIRST FLOOR, R.G. CITY CENTER, MOTIA KHAN, NEW DELHI - 110055
MANUFACTURES&TRADERS.
Used Since :20/08/2009

DELHI
COSMETICS
KS Hard

2396848  15/09/2012

J. K. ANSELL PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. G-35 & 36, MIDC Industrial Area, Walunj, Aurangabad- 431136

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEWAN MOHAN RAJKUMAR
PODDAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1517209, 1517210

MUMBAI

DEODORANTS & ANTIPERSPIRANTS; COSMETICS; PERFUMES; EAU DE COLOGNE; TALCUM POWDERS & COMPACTS;
HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS OF ALL KINDS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3; HAIR GROWING & PRESERVING PREPARATIONS;
SHAVING CREAMS & GELS, SHAVING FOAM & SPRAY; AFTER SHAVE LOTIONS, CREAMS, GELS & BALM; SKIN CARE
PRODUCTS & SUNSCREEN PREPARATIONS; BREATH FRESHENERS; TOILETRIES, SOAPS & SHAMPOOS;
DENTIFRICES; ESSENTIAL OILS; INCENSE STICKS; ROOM FRAGRANCES; CLEANING, POLISHING & BLEACHING
PREPARATIONS.
2396852   15/09/2012
ARIES PERFUMES PVT. LTD.
trading as ;ARIES PERFUMES PVT. LTD.
A-205, MATHURIA APARTMENT, M.V.ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI – 400069, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEWAN MOHAN RAJKUMAR
PODDAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PERFUMES, FRAGRANCES AND PERFUMERY; DEODORANTS, EAU DE COLOGNE; AROMATICS (ESSENTIAL OILS); COSMETICS AND COSMETICS KITS; TALCUM POWDER; ANTIPERSPIRANTS (TOILETRIES); HAIR & SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS OF ALL KINDS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3; ASTRINGENTS FOR COSMETICS PURPOSES; BEAUTY MASKS; POLISHING CREAMS; SHAVING PREPARATIONS AND AFTER SHAVE LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES INCLUDING GELS AND MOUTH FRESHENERS; CLEANING, POLISHING AND BLEACHING PREPARATIONS.
TopKidz
2397799  18/09/2012
RAVI CHILLARA
trading as ;RAVI CHILLARA
SUITE NO. 4, SANKET, NEAR HDFC BANK, MAHAVIR NAGAR, KANDIVALI WEST, MUMBAI 400067.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEWAN MOHAN RAJKUMAR
PODDAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI 400001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PERFUMES, FRAGRANCES AND PERFUMERY; DEODORANTS, EAU DE COLOGNE; AROMATICS (ESSENTIAL OILS); COSMETICS AND COSMETICS KITS; TALCUM POWDER; ANTIPERSPIRANTS (TOILETRIES); HAIR & SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS OF ALL KINDS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3; ASTRINGENTS FOR COSMETICS PURPOSES; BEAUTY MASKS; POLISHING CREAMS; SHAVING PREPARATIONS AND AFTER SHAVE LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES INCLUDING GELS AND MOUTH FRESHENERS; CLEANING, POLISHING AND BLEACHING PREPARATIONS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1810, 14/08/2017 Class 3

MAKE-UP ART COSMETICS INC.,
767 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK NEW YORK 10153 USA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A DELAWARE CORPORATION

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, N.D.S.E.-II NEW DELHI-49

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1957186, 2013833

DELHI
COSMETICS; NON-MEDICATED HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SKINCARE PREPARATIONS;
FRAGRANCES FOR PERSONAL USE
2597783   17/09/2013
PARUL MANISH RACHH
trading as ;M/S. ELEGANT INTERNATIONAL
NO.-33, G. I. D. C., KUVADVA, AHMEDABAD HIGHWAY, RAJKOT. GUJARAT. INDIA.
MANUFACTURER/MARKETERS/TRADERS/SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D. C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
908, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPUR, AHMEDABAD-380 013. GUJARAT. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
BATHING SOAP, TOILET SOAP, CREAM, SCRUB, SHAMPOO, LOTION, HAIR OIL, PERFUMES, BODY SPRAY, SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS, HAIR CARE PRODUCTS, FACE PACK, INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
2700527  18/03/2014
SMT. RAJANI GUPTA
trading as ;MANGLAM SOAP INDUSTRIES
H-1/83, RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, SARNA DUNGAR, JHOTWARA EXTN. JAIPUR - 302012, RAJASTHAN, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING
Used Since :28/02/2003
AHMEDABAD
WASHING POWDER AND DETERGENT CAKE INCLUDED IN CLASS -03
2700528 18/03/2014
SMT. RAJANI GUPTA
trading as ;MANGLAM SOAP INDUSTRIES
H-1/83, RIICO INDUSTRIAL AREA, SARNA DUNGAR, JHOTWARA EXTN. JAIPUR - 302012, RAJASTHAN, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MARKETING
Used Since :28/02/2003
AHMEDABAD
WASHING POWDER AND DETERGENT CAKE INCLUDED IN CLASS -03
2722108    22/04/2014

VIKRAM THERMO (INDIA) LTD
101, Classic Avenue, Opp. Sales India, Ashram Road, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA
Manufacturer, Merchant and Exporter

A Company Incorporated under the Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA

Used Since : 01/04/2014

AHMEDABAD

Bleaching preparations for cosmetic and laundry purposes uses for Soaps, medicated soap, perfumery, cosmetics, hair lotions and dentifrices, washing soap and powder, brightening chemicals (Color) for household (cosmetic and laundry) purposes

COLOUR IS NOT CLAIMED
DRCOAT

2722110  22/04/2014

VIKRAM THERMO (INDIA) LTD
101, Classic Avenue, Opp. Sales India, Ashram Road, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA
Manufacturer, Merchant and Exporter
A Company Incorporated under the Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA

Used Since: 01/04/2014

AHMEDABAD

Bleaching preparations for cosmetic and laundry purposes uses for Soaps, medicated soap, perfumery, cosmetics, hair lotions and dentifrices, washing soap and powder, brightening chemicals (Color) for household (cosmetic and laundry) purposes

subject to association with 2722108.
2722113   22/04/2014
VIKRAM THERMO (INDIA) LTD
101, Classic Avenue, Opp. Sales India, Ashram Road, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA
Manufacturer, Merchant and Exporter
A Company Incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Bleaching preparations for cosmetic and laundry purposes uses for Soaps, medicated soap, perfumery, cosmetics, hair lotions and dentifrices, washing soap and powder, brightening chemicals (Color) for household (cosmetic and laundry) purposes

COLOUR IS NOT CLAIMED
EZCOAT
2722116  22/04/2014
VIKRAM THERMO (INDIA) LTD
101, Classic Avenue, Opp. Sales India, Ashram Road, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA
Manufacturer, Merchant and Exporter
A Company Incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUjarat, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Bleaching preparations for cosmetic and laundry purposes uses for Soaps, medicated soap, perfumery, cosmetics, hair lotions and dentifrices, washing soap and powder, brightening chemicals (Color) for household (cosmetic and laundry) purposes
2751551  06/06/2014
CHERRY COSMO PVT. LTD
411, 135 YOGESHWAR BUILDING, KAZI SAYED STREET, MASJID WEST, MUMBAI-400053, STATE OF MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :01/04/2009
To be associated with:
2751550
MUMBAI
COSMETICS, LIPSTICKS, LIP GLOSS, LIP PENCIL, LIP LINER, LIP MAKEUP, MAKEUP INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
AGMIST

2752373  09/06/2014
VINI COSMETICS PRIVATE LIMITED
1ST FLOOR, JANKI HOUSE, 2, SUNRISE PARK, OPP. HIMALAYA MALL, DRIVE IN ROAD, BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD - 380 054, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
SOAP, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, TOILETRIES, CREAMS & LOTIONS (COSMETIC PURPOSE), DEODORANTS FOR HUMAN BEINGS
ZIFI

2861413  12/12/2014
NAIMA BEGUM
trading as ;N.M. ENTERPRISES
4841, GALI DARZIYAN BARA HINDU ROAD, DELHI 110006
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHINYL, TOILET CLENER, HAND WASH, DISH WASH IN CLASS 3.
2900644  11/02/2015
SUNIL RAYSHI GALA
trading as ;SUNRISE INDUSTRIES
C/o Dinesh R Gala, A/204, Girnar Towers, GD Ambekar Marg, Ambewadi, Kalachowki, Mumbai-400033
Manufacturers and merchants.
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FATEHCHAND C. SHAH & CO.
"A" AIDUN BUILDING, 5TH FLOOR, 1ST DHOBI TALAO, MUMBAI - 400 002".
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Detergents, Detergent powder, Handwash, Floor Cleaners, Utensil cleaner, Ultramarine blue and fabric whitener.
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON LABEL.
2923131    17/03/2015
SREE KAILAS CHARITABLE SOCIETY
trading as ;SREE KAILAS CHARITABLE SOCIETY
REG 600/1981, MYLOTTU MOOZHY, KATTAKADA PO, TRIVANDRUM DISTRICT, PIN - 695572, KERALA STATE
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FEBIN JAMES, ADVOCATE
2ND FLOOR, ACF CENTRE BUILDINGS, OPP. PENSION BHAVAN, NEAR COLLECTORATE, AYYANTHOLE, THRISSUR - 680 003, KERALA
Used Since :06/12/2002
CHENNAI
AGARBATHIS, INCENSE STICKS, BLEACHING PREPARATION AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USES, CLEANING, POLISHING PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, PERFUMERY, AND HAIR LOTIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1810, 14/08/2017 Class 3

2926045  20/03/2015
AL TAIEB FAYEZ HUSEIN
P.O. BOX 29899, ABU DHABI-UAE
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIVIDUAL-AN UAE RESIDENT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHILPA DAMANIA
D-18, Jai Rameshwar Soc., S.V. Road, Next to Mahesh Nagar, Goregaon (W), Mumbai - 400 062

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE:
CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS,
COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES
HOLY FAMILY
2927866  24/03/2015
MOHD ARSHAD
MOH-NONDHNA, SHERKOT, DISTT-BIJNOR-246747(U.P)
MANUFACTURING
Used Since :02/03/2007
DELHI
DETERGENT POWDER & CAKE, TOILET SOAP, OIL SOAP, LIQUID SOAP, SHAMPOO, HAIR OIL, CREAMS, LOTIONS, MEHANDI, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES.
HAR GHAR

2927880   24/03/2015

MOHD ARSHAD
MOH-NONDHNA, SHERKOT, DISTT-BIJNOR-246747(U.P)
MANUFACTURING
Used Since :02/03/2007

DELHI

DETERGENT POWDER & CAKE, TOILET SOAP, OIL SOAP, LIQUID SOAP, SHAMPOO, HAIR OIL, CREAMS, LOTIONS, MEHANDI, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPJS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES.
2945233    20/04/2015

JAIKRISHNAN NAIR

trading as ;HARINI ENTERPRISES

B-704, BLUE REGENCY APARTMENTS, OFF. NEW LINK ROAD, MAHAVIR NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Used Since :16/04/2015

MUMBAI

HERBAL AND AYURVEDIC COSMETIC PRODUCTS
JANDHAN

2947840    21/04/2015

MRS. PRIYA PRASAD

trading as; Mrs. PRIYA PRASAD

Flat No. 9, Building No. B-6, Yogi Darshan - I, Amli, Silvassa - 396230, UT Of D& NH, India.

Manufacturer & Merchant
An Individual and Indian

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP

A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009, India

Used Since: 21/04/2015

AHMEDABAD

2951287  28/04/2015
PRAMOD KUMAR PRUSTY
trading as ;UDASH INDUSTRIES
KHATUAPATANA, POST-ALIPINGAL, DIST. JAGATSINGHPUR, PIN-754103, ODISHA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UTKAL TRADE MARK SERVICES
PLOT NO.349, AT-RAJENDRA NAGAR, PO. MADHUPATANA, CUTTACK-753010, ODISHA
Used Since : 26/09/2003
KOLKATA
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices.
Pure 'n Cure
2956329  05/05/2015
JAIMIN M PATEL
trading as ;M/s. Authentik Consumer Care
316, Kalp Business Hup, Bahucharaji Road, Above SBI Bank, Karelibaug, Vadodara- 390 018, Gujarat, India.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHRUV & ASSOCIATES
22-C, MANAV MANDIR SOCIETY NO.-1, OPP. PANIGATE TANK, WAGHODIYA ROAD, VADODARA - 19, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURER OF CLEANING AND POLISHING PREPARATIONS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, SOAPS, DETERGENTS, NON-MEDICATED TOILET PREPARATIONS, COSMETICS, PERFUMES, ESSENTIAL OILS, PERFUMING PREPARATIONS FOR THE ATMOSPHERE, ROOM FRESHENERS, INCENSE, INCENSE CONES, INCENSE STICKS, INCENSE SACHETS, INCENSE SPRAYS INCLUDING CLASS 03.
Pure 'n Sure
2956330  05/05/2015
JAIMIN M PATEL
trading as ;M/s. Authentik Consumer Care
316, Kalp Business Hup, Bahucharaji Road, Above SBI Bank, Karelibaug, Vadodara- 390 018, Gujarat, India.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHRUV & ASSOCIATES
22-C, MANAV MANDIR SOCIETY NO.-1, OPP. PANIGATE TANK, WAGHODIYA ROAD, VADODARA - 19, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2956329

AHMEDABAD
MANUFACTURER OF CLEANING AND POLISHING PREPARATIONS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, SOAPS, DETERGENTS, NON-MEDICATED TOILET PREPARATIONS, COSMETICS, PERFUMES, ESSENTIAL OILS, PERFUMING PREPARATIONS FOR THE ATMOSPHERE, ROOM FRESHENERS, INCENSE, INCENSE CONES, INCENSE STICKS, INCENSE SACHETS, INCENSE SPRAYS INCLUDING CLASS 03.
2964112 15/05/2015
G.MANJULA
trading as ;SUN AUTO PRODUCTS
NO.27, BINNY LAYOUT, 3RD STAGE, 4TH CROSS, ATTIGUPPE, VIJAYANAGAR, BANGALORE -40, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXCURIAE
NO.53/81, SURVEYAR STREET, BASAVANAGUDI, BANGALORE-4
Used Since :29/10/2003
CHENNAI
INDUSTRIAL AND AUTOMOBILE CONSUMABLES, COATED AND BONDED ABRASIVES, ABRASIVE CLOTH, ABRASIVE PAPER, POLISHING PAPER, POLISHING CREAMS AND COMPOUNDS, POLISHING WAXES, EMERY CLOTH, EMERY PAPER, GRINDING AND EMERY ROLLS USED FOR SANDING AND POLISHING PREPARATIONS , ABRASIVE ACCESSORIES, ABRASIVE PNEUMATIC TOOLS AND ABRASIVE POWER TOOLS USED FOR ALL SANDING AND GRINDING APPLICATIONS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
scentpur
2967245 15/05/2015
VASANT MANJI DUBRIYA
113/5 GROUND FLOOR, OLD MADRAS ROAD, BANGALORE, PIN 560008, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463, 13 TH CROSS, 10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN, BANGALORE, 560027
Used Since : 15/05/2015
CHENNAI
FLOOR CLEANER; SOAP OIL; HAND WASH; VEHICLE SHAMPO; DISH WASH SCRUBBER; BLEACHING POWDER; GLASS CLEANER; TOILET CLEANER; DISHWASH LIQUID; WASHING POWDER; DITURGENT WASHING SOAP; DISH WASH POWDER; GAMEXEN POWDER; MARBLE & TILES CLEANING POWDER
2970295 23/05/2015
OLIVE TREE TRADING PRIVATE LIMITED
2406 East Street, Pune 411 001
Manufacturers & Traders
a company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956,
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201308
Used Since :21/05/2015
To be associated with:
1617620, 2036346

MUMBAI
Olive Oils, Soaps, Toothpaste, Shaving Cream, Bleaching Preparations and Other Substances For Laundry Use; Cleaning, Polishing, Scouring and Abrasive Preparations; Soaps; Perfumery, Essential Oils, Cosmetics, Hair Lotions; Dentifrices
Trade Marks Journal No: 1810 ,  14/08/2017          Class 3

2995638    26/06/2015
SANGEETA VERMA
trading as ;VELITE HEALTHCARE
B-XX-1730, NEW PREM NAGAR, LUDHIANA-141001 (PB.)
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :30/11/2006
To be associated with:
2993043, 2993065, 2993118
DELHI
Cosmetics including Essential Oils, Hair Oils, Hair Lotion; Beauty & Skin Care Products, Face Washes, Face Packs;
Shampoo, Perfumery and Tooth Paste.
3002417 07/07/2015
RATTAN LAL AGGARWAL
RAJINDER MOHAN
trading as ;SHIVA TOBACCO COMPANY
NOVELTY ROAD AMBALA CITY HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GURVINDER SINGH & ASSOCIATES
1/7187 STREET NO 2, SHIVAJI PARK, SHAHDARA DELHI 110032
Used Since :20/12/1997
DELHI
DHOO, AGGARBATTI, COSMETICS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS. HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES, TOILETRIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
3002654   07/07/2015
KARAN RASTOGI
C-8, SITE-I, PANKI INDUSTRIAL AREA, KANPUR (U.P), INDIA.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA TRADE MARK BUREAU
SA-17/130 M-M-3 (M.I.G.-3) ASHOK VIHAR COLONY PHASE-II PAHARIA VARANASI U.P

Used Since :12/12/2014

DELHI
: WASHING POWDER, DETERGENT CAKE, LIQUID SOAP, OIL SOAP, SOAPS, TOILET SOAP & CLEANER, BATHING SOAP, HAIR OIL, HAIR GEL, BLEACHING PREPARATION, LIQUID BLUE, NEEL, PHENYLE. FLOOR CLEANER, DISH BAR, GLASS CLEANER, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OIL, COSMETICS, AGARBATTI, Pooja & HAWAN SAMGRI, DHOOP BATTI INCLUDED IN CLASS-3
3005238 08/07/2015
J.NAGARATHNAM NAIDU
trading as ;M/S. PARIPORNA INDUSTRIES
P - 256E (GROWTH CENTRE), G.C THUMKUNTA VILLAGE (INDUSTRIAL AREA), HINDUPUR - 515 211, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since :01/06/2015
CHENNAI
INCENSE STICKS AND INCENSE SACHETS
3006204 10/07/2015

CHARIOTT RESOURCES
Anil Kumar Kothari
N Srihari
Vikas Kumar Kothari
Anand Kothari
Vineeth M
No.65/1, Ganapathi Godown, Ashokpuram Main Road, Yeshwanthpur Industrial Suburb, Yeshwantpur, Bangalore,
Karnataka - 560022
Manufacturers and Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road,
Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/06/2015

CHENNAI
Incense sticks.
ABHINAV MITTAL
trading as; EXQUISITE
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, EXPORTER & IMPORTER
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESsafe
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT

Used Since: 23/03/2009

DELHI
ATTAR, FRAGRANCE, SCENTED CANDLES, INCENSE STICKS, HANDMADE SOAPS AND ALLIED PRODUCTS,
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND
ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES
3012227  20/07/2015
SHRI BHANWAR LAL JAIN
PARDEEP JAIN
ATUL JAIN
trading as :DEV DARSHAN DHOOP INDUSTRIES
324, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE II, CHANDIGARH, UT 160002
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUSHANT M. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008
Used Since :01/06/2015
DELHI
DHOOP, DHOOP STICKS, AGARBATHI, DHOOP CONES, HAWAN SAMAGRI, INCENSE STICKS, INCENSE DHOOP, LOBAN,
PERFUMERY ITEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
SUBJECT TO COLOUR CONDITION
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.1734817,1734818
3017682  27/07/2015
K.P.R INDIA PVT. LIMITED
trading as; K.P.R INDIA PVT. LIMITED
24/2, NALLAMILLI ROAD, BICCAVOLU-533343, EAST GODAVARI DIST, ANDHRA PRADESH
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
LIQUID HAND WASH, DETERGENTS, WASHING POWDER, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR
LAUNDRY USE, SOAPS, SHampoos, HAIR LOTIONS, COSMETICS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "SWACHH"
Trade Marks Journal No: 1810, 14/08/2017 Class 3

3017683 27/07/2015
K.P.R INDIA PVT. LIMITED
trading as; K.P.R INDIA PVT. LIMITED
24/2, NALLAMILLI ROAD, BICCAVOLU-533343, EAST GODAVARI DIST, ANDHRA PRADESH
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2868518, 2868521, 2868522

CHENNAI
LIQUID DISH WASH, DETERGENTS, WASHING POWDER, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR
LAUNDRY USE, SOAPS, SHAMPOOS, HAIR LOTIONS, COSMETICS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "SHINY"
3019873  30/07/2015
PAM LABS INDIA HEALTH CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;PAM LABS INDIA HEALTH CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
KEEZHILLAM (PO), PERUMBAVOOR, ERNAKULAM - 683 541, KERALA
MANUFACTURER
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZZET MARKS
DOOR NO. 17-289-C,OPP SREEKALA TRHEATRE, NORTH FORT GATE, TRIPUNITHURA, COCHIN-682 301.KERALA
Used Since :25/03/2011
CHENNAI
MOUTH WASH
COCA MAGIC

3020203  30/07/2015
SH. RAJESH JAIN
BK-74 SHALIMAR BAGH WEST NEW DELHI 110088
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL BANSAL & ASSOCIATES
H-34, LGF SOUTH EXTENSION PART-I, ND-49.
Used Since: 01/07/2014
DELHI
COSMETICS PRODUCTS AND RELATED GOODS CLASS 3.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE TERM MAGIC.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3020937  29/07/2015
TARA CHAND TAK
SEEMA TAK
trading as ;M/S. ZODAIC PHARMA
PLOT NO.63, 76 & 77, INDUSTRIAL PARK (APIIC) VALASAPALLI, MADANAPALLE MANDAL - 517 325, CHITTOOR
DISTRICT, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since :25/06/2015
CHENNAI
COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR USE ON THE BODY, FACE AND SKIN, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS AND COSMETICS
3029095   11/08/2015
D.N.SEENAPPA
trading as ;SRI NANJUNDESHWARA TRADERS
NO: 235, 5TH MAIN, APMC YARD, YESHWANTHPUR, BANGALORE - 560 022, KARNATAKA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since :01/08/2015

CHENNAI
DISH WASH POWDER, PASTE AND CAKE, DETERGENT POWDER AND CAKE
3029510  12/08/2015
K. S. NAGRAJ SETTY
FLAT NO.1401, ODYSSEY-II, HIRANANDANI GARDENS, POWAI, MUMBAI-400076, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND EXPORTER
INDIAN INHABITANT
Used Since :08/07/2015

To be associated with:
2650355, 2650356, 2650357, 2650358, 2650360, 2650362, 2650363, 2650364, 2650365, 2650366, 2919134, 2919135, 2919137, 2973144, 3029504, 3029509

MUMBAI
GOODS LIKE AIR FRAGRANCES PREPARATIONS IN THE FORM OF AGARBATTI, MASALA BATTI, INCENSE STICKS, MASALA INCENSE STICKS, PERFUMED INCENSE STICKS, DHOOP STICKS, DHOOP CONES, DHOOP POWDER AND HAVAN SAMAGRI
3029749    11/08/2015
RAJESH VORA
trading as ;M/S TRADEIMPEX INTERNATIONAL
40-B, IIND FLOOR, MANGALDAS BUILDING, NO.1, PRINCESS STREET, MUMBAI,400002
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE ANIL KUMAR SHARMA
PLOT N.J-17D, J-17E, OFFICE NO. F-103 EARTH DESIGN TOWER, RAMESH MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN
Used Since :01/07/2015
MUMBAI
HAIR OIL, HAIR LOTIONS, HAIR SPRAY,COSMETICS, MEHANDI CONE, MEHANDI POWDER INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
3032968    14/08/2015
PIDILITE INDUSTRIES LIMITED
REGENT CHAMBERS, 7TH FLOOR, JAMNALAL BAJAJ MARG, 208, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400021
Manufacturers and Merchants
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3029795, 3032965

MUMBAI
Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; leather preservatives [polishes]; polishing paper; wallpaper cleaning preparations; oils for cleaning purposes; shining preparations [polish]; polishing preparations; cleaning preparations; canned pressurized air for cleaning and dusting purposes; carbides of metal [abrasives]; polishing rouge; polishing wax.
3033745  14/08/2015
R&R SALONS PRIVATE LIMITED
4th floor, no 55, 5th main, HAL 2nd stage, Behind Leela Palce Hotel, Kodihalli, Bangalore 560008
Goods manufacturers.

body corporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALMT LEGAL BANGALORE
NO 2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001

Used Since : 15/07/2015

To be associated with:
3033738

CHENNAI

COSMETICS, PERFUMERY AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS (NON-MEDICATED).

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3033747  14/08/2015
R&R SALONS PRIVATE LIMITED
4th floor, no 55, 5th main, HAL 2nd stage, Behind Leela Palce Hotel, Kodihalli,Bangalore 560008
Goods manufacturers.
body corporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALMT LEGAL BANGALORE
NO 2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001
Used Since :10/07/2008

CHENNAI
COSMETICS, PERFUMERY AND TOILETRY PREPARATIONS (NON-MEDICATED).
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
आयुर्वेद का विश्वास

3038007  21/08/2015
PANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, [OPP MC DONALD"S] P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3037971
DELHI

BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES
3041894    27/08/2015
RECKITT BENCKISER (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
227, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PHASE-III, OKHLA, NEW DELHI-110020.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
681725, 686467, 1036909

DELHI
GERM PROTECTION, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING
PREPARATIONS; DETERGENTS (OTHER THAN FOR MEDICAL USE OR FOR USE IN MANUFACTURING PROCESSES);
SOAPS; COSMETICS; TOILETRIES; TALCUM POWDER; SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; SHAVING PREPARATIONS;
DEODORANTS FOR PERSONAL USE; INCENSE STICKS; DENTIFRICES, MOUTH-WASHES, SHampoos, HAIR CARE
PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED COSMETIC PREPARATIONS, TOODIPASTE, PERFUMES, DEPILATORY
PREPARATIONS, HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS, COSMETIC WIPES, ALL OTHER GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
3041896    27/08/2015
RECKITT BENCKISER (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
227, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PHASE-III, OKHLA, NEW DELHI-110020.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
681725, 686467, 1036909, 1145431, 3041894

DELHI
GERM PROTECTION, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING PREPARATIONS; DETERGENTS (OTHER THAN FOR MEDICAL USE OR FOR USE IN MANUFACTURING PROCESSES); SOAPS; COSMETICS; TOILETRIES; TALCUM POWDER; SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; SHAVING PREPARATIONS; DEODORANTS FOR PERSONAL USE; INCENSE STICKS; DENTIFRICES, MOUTH-WASHES, SHAMPOOS, HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED COSMETIC PREPARATIONS, TOOTHPASTE, PERFUMES, DEPILATORY PREPARATIONS, HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS, COSMETIC WIPES, ALL OTHER GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
3042159  26/08/2015

R. JAYA
trading as ;J.R. Chemicals
No. 12/8, 12/9, Kachohalli, Lakshmipura Post, Lakshmipura Post, Dasanpura Hobli, Bangalore North, Karnataka
Manufacturer/Merchant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.80, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Used Since :01/01/2010

To be associated with:
1838198

CHENNAI
DETERGENT CAKE, DETERGENT POWDER, DISHWASH POWDER & SCOURING POWDER
3043478  30/08/2015
VALJIBHAI K. SANDHA
trading as ;M/S. MARU COLLECTION
SHOP NO. 11/12, GAGANGIRI, SECTOR-17, ABHYUDAYA BANK, MARG VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA
MERCHANTABILITY AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :03/06/2015
MUMBAI
WASHING SOAP, DETERGENT POWDER AND CAKES, CLEANING PREPARATION AND DETERGENT SOAP
Trade Marks Journal No: 1810, 14/08/2017

ELKOS HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD.
trading as: ELKOS HEALTHCARE PVT.LTD.
HOUSE NO-682, SECTOR-1, URBAN ESTATE SHAH BAD (MARKANDA) 136135 DISTT. KURUKSHETRA, HARYANA
Cosmetics and Hair Lotion Product

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV KUMAR SARDANA
H. No. 409/29, Dev Nagar, Gali No. 03, Sonepat 131 001
Used Since: 04/10/2011

DELHI
Cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, Cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices
KITTENS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED.
9, DHANSHREE BUILDING, P. G. SOLANKI PATH, LAMINGTON ROAD, MUMBAI-400007.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASIAN PATENT BUREAU.
22-23, 2ND FLOOR, 160, D.N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PERFUMERY, PERFUMERY PRODUCTS DEODORANTS, BODY SPRAYS, FRAGRANCES, COSMETICS, HERBAL COSMETICS, SOAPS, CREAMS, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR LOTIONS SHAMPOOS; TOOTHPASTE AND POWDER, AGARBATIES.
3049238  07/09/2015

CHANDUBHAI B. VORA
CHANDUBHAI B. VORA
VIPULBHAI J. DANGRIYA
trading as ;BAA ENTERPRISES
155, VRUNDAVAN SOCIETY, DABHOLI CHAR RASTA, NEAR NAVJIVAN SOCIETY, KATARGAM, SURAT-395004.
GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
DETERGENT SOAP, DETERGENT POWDER, LIQUID BLUE, PHENYL, CLEANING POWDER INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
Space's Sparsh

3049698   07/09/2015
SARWAR KUMAR JALWAL
305, Shree Sadguru CHS, P-36, Sector-21, Kharghar, Tal. - Panvel, Dist. - Raigad, Navi Mumbai, Maharashtra - 410210
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/04/2015

MUMBAI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices.
3050657  09/09/2015
PRAMOD UPADHYAY
trading as ;PRATEEK MARKETING
184, VINAYAK NAGAR, PIMPLE NILKHA, PUNE-411027
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :03/08/2015

MUMBAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
3053549  14/09/2015
HARE KRUSHNA MISHRA
trading as ;UDYOG BIKAS ENTERPRISES
AT-EB-5,STAGE-5,LAXMISAGAR,B.D.A. COLONY,JHARPADA,NEAR GANESH MANDAP,BHUBANESWAR,PIN-751006,ODISHA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UTKAL TRADE MARK SERVICES
PLOT NO.349,AT-RAJENDRA NAGAR,PO.MADHUPATANA,CUTTACK-753010,ODISHA
Used Since :18/04/2015

KOLKATA
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning; polishing; scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices.
JAMURA
3055097   15/09/2015
NEERAJ CHAUDHARY
NEERAJ CHAUDHARY SABUN WALE, RAJ STREET CORNER, NEAR GANESH MANDIR, SITA ROAD, CHANDAUSI, DISTRICT SAMBHAL 244412, U.P.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
O.P. SHARMA BROTHERS
236 CHANDNI CHOWK,FATEHPURI,DELHI 110 006,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
DETERGENT POWDER, DETERGENT CAKE, WASHING POWDER, WASHING CAKE, MEHANDI, SOAPS, HAIR OIL, INCENSE STICKS AND DHOOP.
3056439  16/09/2015
SUNDERLAL AHUJA
trading as ;ASHOK SOAP FACTORY
SHIKARPUR ROAD, DISTT BULANDSHAHR
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :22/11/2014
DELI
WASHING SOAP, DETERGENT, TOILET SOAP & LAUNDRY SOAPS.
3057832  15/09/2015
AKSHAY BISAY
trading as ;M/s. AKSHAY AGARBATTI
CH-64, Sukhlila, MR-10, Main Road, Indore - 452010, Madhya Pradesh
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Incense sticks
3059562 21/09/2015
HANNAN JADA
trading as; ZOHRA INDUSTRIES
2ND FLOOR, ABOVE RUCHIRAM LILARAM OIL SHOP, NEHRU PUTIA, ITWARI, NAGPUR - 440 002
MANUFACTURER
A SOLE PROPRIETOR CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PARKAR & PARKAR.
333, NARSI NATHA STREET, 3RD FLOOR, KATHA BAZAR, MUMBAI- 400 009.
Used Since: 01/01/2005
MUMBAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
3060699  21/09/2015
RANI HOONDLANI
trading as ;M/S. ELSONS LABORATORIES
46, 47 INDUSTRIAL AREA, NEAR NAKHRALI DHANI, RAU, INDORE (M.P)
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMAANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2009

MUMBAI
MEHNDI, MEHNDI CONE, MEHNDI OIL & HERBAL MEHNDI, COSMETICS, ESSENTIAL OILS AND HAIR LOTIONS
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3061620  23/09/2015
SHRIMATI NEELAM RANI
43 SONIA COLONY AMBALA CITY AMBALA HARYANA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
A-135, SECTOR 55, NOIDA, UP 201301
Used Since :15/09/2015
DELHI
LIPSTICKS OF ALL KINDS, LIP GLOSS, EYE SHADOW, NAILCLOUR, FACE POWDER, COMPACT, EYE BROW LINER,
MAKEUP KITS, MASCARA, FOUNDATION OF ALL TYPES, PERFUME AND DEODRANT, COSMETIC CREAM AND LOTION,
CLEANSING MILK, LOTIONS OF ALL TAYPES, BODY AND HAIR OIL, AFTER SHAVE LOTION AND COSMETIC ITEMS
INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
3065331  28/09/2015
INCEPTRA LIFESTYLES PVT.LTD.
PLOT NO 124 SEC-4 IMT MANESAR GURGAON HARYANA 122050
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2015

DELHI

COSMETICS INCLUDING FACE PACK, LOTIONS, CREAMS, SHAMPOO, LIP STICKS, EYE LINER, NAIL PAINT, TALCUM POWDER, HAIR REMOVER, BODY SPRAY, DEODORANTS, HAIR OIL, ESSENTIAL OIL, COLOUR & DYE, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND PERFUMERY

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
OJB HERBALS PRIVATE LIMITED
28, AMARTALLA STREET, ROOM NO - 201B, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
manufacturers and merchants
AN INDIAN COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since : 01/09/2009
To be associated with:
1936054, 3038686
KOLKATA
Cosmetic and Herbal Cosmetic products being included in Class-03
3068472   30/09/2015
OJB HERBALS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;OJB HERBALS PRIVATE LIMITED
28, AMARTALLA STREET, ROOM NO - 201B, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
manufacturers and merchants
AN INDIAN COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/09/2009
To be associated with:
1936054
KOLKATA
Cosmetic and Herbal Cosmetic products being included in Class-03
3077611   13/10/2015
SHREE GANPATI COSMETICS
ARUN KUMAR
RAVI GOEL
trading as ;SHREE GANPATI COSMETICS
54/B-11, RAMA ROAD INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI
Manufacturing & Trading
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since :01/10/2015
DELHI
LIPSTICKS AND NAIL POLISH INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3078391   14/10/2015
YORK PERFUMES (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;YORK PERFUMES (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. A-4, 8TH RESIDENCY ROAD, BEHIND INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERS, JODHPUR-342001, RAJASTHAN, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/04/2011
AHMEDABAD
PERFUMES,DEODORANTS,BODY SPRAY,ROOM FRESHENER,HAIR GEL.
GRIND SAPPHIRE

3088141   29/10/2015
MR. DALJEET SINGH MAHNA
LG3, LG5, J85, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, RAJOURI GARDEN NEW DELHI 110027
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
PROVIDING BUSINESS IN THE FILD OF HERBAL COSMETICS, SHAMPOOS, HAIR OIL PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR OIL, SHAMPO.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1810, 14/08/2017 Class 3

K. S. NAGRAJ SETTY.
FLAT NO.1401, ODYSSEY-II, HIRANANDANI GARDENS, POWAI, MUMBAI-400076, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND EXPORTER
INDIAN INHABITANT.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
GOODS LIKE AIR FRAGRANCES PREPARATIONS IN THE FORM OF AGARBATTI, MASALA BATTI, INCENSE STICKS, MASALA INCENSE STICKS, PERFUMED INCENSE STICKS, DHOOP STICKS, DHOOP CONES, DHOOP POWDER AND HAVAN SAMAGRI.
3088905    29/10/2015
MADHUSUDAN RAGHUNATH DAMLE
trading as; KVM RESEARCH LABORATORIES
NO. 1, 6TH CROSS, ELANGO NAGAR, PUDUCHERRY-605 011.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
COSMETICS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY; ESSENTIAL OILS; HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES; TOILETRIES
3089631  29/10/2015
MR. MOHIT MATHUR
trading as ;M/S PRIYAM INCENSE STICKS
1/174, HOUSING BOARD NAGAUR, RAJASTHAN 341001
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE ANIL KUMAR SHARMA
PLOT N.J-17D, J-17E, OFFICE NO. F-103 EARTH DESIGN TOWER, RAMESH MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN
Used Since :25/10/2015

AHMEDABAD
AGARBATTIES, INCENSE STICKS, DHOOPS, HAVAN SAMAGRI, PERFUMERY FRAGRANCES,SCENTES, COSMETICS,
INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
3091312  03/11/2015
ROGER MOTORS PRIVATE LIMITED
GONDAL ROAD, NEAR RAJKAMAL PETROL PUMP, RAJKOT (GUJARAT)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JASANI & COMPANY.
216, V. V. COMM. COMPLEX, 2ND FLOOR, DHEBARBHAI ROAD, RAJKOT-360 001(GUJARAT).
Used Since :16/06/2015
AHMEDABAD
PERFUMERY AND SPRAY, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND PURIFIER, BEING ALL GOODS INCLUDED IN
CLASS-3,
3093394 05/11/2015
R.KARUNAKARAN
R.PALANNI KUMAR
trading as ;SRI MURUGAN SOAP WORKS
NO.43, C.M.R. ROAD, MADURAI -9, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. C .N. RAGHUPATHY,
NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.
Used Since :01/10/1995

CHENNAI
OIL SOAPS, DETERGENT SOAPS AND DETERGENT POWDER
SMJ VENTURE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SMJ VENTURE PRIVATE LIMITED
57,CANAL CIRCULAR ROAD,KOLKATA 700054
MANUFACTURER (S), MERCHANT (S), TRADER (S), EXPORTER (S).
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :05/10/2015
KOLKATA
Incense; Joss Sticks; Aromatics (Essential Oils); Amber (Perfume); Extracts of Flowers (Perfumes); Scented Water;
Ethereal Essences; Potpourris (Fragrances); Sachets for Perfuming Linen; Air Fragrancing Preparations; Scented Wood.
3099488 16/11/2015
SHEHRIRAZ M.S
trading as ;AL OUD
Atterwala Apartments, Mavoor Road, P.O. Puthiyara, Kozhikode District, Pincode 673004, Kerala, India
Manufacturer
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UPRIGHT LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NO.9/437-B6, CHALATH TOWER, OPP.COURT COMPLEX GATE, COURT ROAD, KOZHIKODE - 673 001. KERALA
Used Since :30/10/2015
CHENNAI
Perfumes, Cosmetics, Attars, Agarwood, Agarwood oil
GURUPRASAD ACHARYA
trading as ;NANDITA FRAGRANCES
4/316, MOHAN NIWAS, GROUND FLOOR, CHANDAVARKAR X LANE, MATUNGA, MUMBAI-19.
MANUFACTURERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COSMETIC AND INCENSE STICKS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTER.
3100282  17/11/2015
GURUPRASAD ACHARYA
trading as ;NANDITA FRAGRANCES
4/316, MOHAN NIWAS, GROUND FLOOR, CHANDAVARKAR X LANE, MATUNGA, MUMBAI-19.
MANUFACTURERS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
925879, 1940787
MUMBAI
COSMETIC AND INCENSE STICKS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.925879,1940787
3100380  18/11/2015
M/S. MARYA DAY AGRO FOODS PVT. LTD.
CALIFORNIA CAMPUS, 97, CIVIL LINES, OPPOSITE RATANDEEP COMPLEX, BAREILLY-243001, U.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions and dentifrices
3101854  20/11/2015  

AAFAQ SHAFI HURRA  
trading as ;JUGLANS INTERNATIONAL  
001, GROUND FLOOR, KRISHNA VANDANA, MIRA BHAYANDER ROAD, MIRA ROAD (EAST), DIST. THANE-401107  
MANUFACTURERS AND MARKETING  
INDIAN CITIZEN  
Used Since :14/02/2013  
MUMBAI  
MANUFACTURE AND MARKETING OF SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, AND HAIR OILS
PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, { OPP.MC DONALD’S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. {INDIA }

Used Since :01/11/2012

To be associated with:
1886602, 1915227, 2254625, 2267193, 3039158, 3039167

DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, KIDS COSMETICS AND PREPARATIONS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE “SHISHU CARE”
3103975   23/11/2015
VASU HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
967 / 4, GIDC, MAKARPURA, VADODARA - 390 010, GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :14/10/2006
To be associated with:
1778961
AHMEDABAD
COSMETICS, HAIR CONDITIONER, HAIR PACK, HAIR SERUM, HAIR SOAP, FACE SOAP, HAIR OIL, HAIR LOTIONS, HAIR CREAM, SHAMPOO, CREAMS & LOTIONS (COSMETIC PURPOSE), SOAP, HENNA.
3104415  23/11/2015
JITENDRA KAMRA
trading as ;JK PARFUMS
1401, LUMIERE, J.P. ROAD, VERSOVA, MUMBAI - 400 061
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069
Used Since :01/04/2015
MUMBAI
PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS AND COSMETICS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
3104781  23/11/2015
O P VANYJYA LTD.
14, N.S. Road, 2nd Floor, Kolkata - 700001
Manufacturers and Traders

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since: 30/09/2015

KOLKATA
Shampoos, Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices
3110069   28/11/2015
RASHMI VERMA
FLAT NO. B 802, NAV NIRMAN, PLAT NO. 6 A, NEAR MOTHER DAIRY, SECTOR-2, DWARKA, AMBERHII, SOUTH WEST
DELHI, DELHI-110075.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVI CHAUHAN
A-2/96, SECTOR-16, ROHINI, DELHI-85
Used Since :09/11/2015
DELHI
EYE LINER AND PENCILS; LIP BALMS AND GLOSSSES; HAND CLEANSERS AND LOTIONS; BODY CREAMS,
DEODORANTS, LOTIONS, MASKS AND POWDERS; SKIN LIGHTENERS; SOAPS; BATH AND SHOWER PREPARATIONS;
MAKE-UP REMOVERS; SKIN CLEANSING CREAMS AND LOTIONS; HAIR REMOVING CREAMS; HAIR BLEACH; AFTER-
SHAVE; SHAVING CREAMS, FOAMS AND LOTIONS; EYE SHADOWS; PERFUMES; COSMETIC SUN-PROTECTING
PREPARATIONS; AFTER-SUN CREAMS AND LOTIONS; SELF-TANNING PREPARATIONS [COSMETIC]; HAIR
CONDITIONERS; NAIL WHITENERS AND POLISH; NAIL POLISH REMOVER; TOOTHPASTES; BREATH FRESHENING
SPRAYs.
3113639   02/12/2015
RAMJI SINGH
D-335, GROUND FLOOR, 4TH PUSTA NEAR GATTA FACTORY, MAIN ROAD, SONIA VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110094
merchants and manufacturers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Perfuming preparations for the atmosphere, reed diffusers, pot pourri, essential oils, incense cones, sticks, incense sachets, incense sprays, room perfume sprays, preparations for perfuming of fragrance the air, bath oil, body spray, deodorants and cosmetics
3116105 04/12/2015
S. SUKHDEV SINGH
trading as ;SUHKDEV SINGH CHUGH & CO.
SHOP NO-3, RANJIT TOWER, GURDEV NAGAR, PAKHOWAL ROAD, LUDHIANA, PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/07/2009
DELHI
WASHING SOAP, WASHING POWDER, DETERGENT CAKES, TOILET SOAP, TOILET CLEANER, BLUE FLOOR CLEANER, GLASS CLEANER, LIQUID DETERGENTS, LAUNDRY SOAP & DISH WASHERS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
3118489  08/12/2015
SH. AMIT KUMAR
trading as ;BAJAJ HOSIERY
RAJ MARKET NEAR PUNJAB & SIND BANK, ASSANDH DISTRICT KARNAL HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURAJ AGGARWAL ADV.,
CHAMBER NO 90, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, PANIPAT 132103 HRAYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

COSMETICS, SHAMPOO, DEODORANT, COLD CREAM, BODY SPRAY, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS, PERFUMERY, FACE WASH, BODY LOTION, SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, HAIR OIL, BODY OIL, HAIR REMOVER INCLUDED IN CLASS-3.
3120126   09/12/2015

TOHID KHAN
BHARAT BOOK DEPOT, BHAVSI ROAD, AURANGABAD, BULANDSHAHR, U.P.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/11/2015

DELHI
CLEANING POWDER, WASHING POWDER, DETERGENT CAKE, BLUE, TOILET CLEANER, FABRIC CLEANER, MOISTURISING LIQUID SOAP, INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
RAMDEV SANSATHAN

3120706  10/12/2015
PANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, {OPP MC DONAL'D'S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.
Used Since :31/12/1996

To be associated with:
3118958, 3119003, 3120557, 3120602, 3120661

DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDER USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES;
HERBAL & AYURVEDIC BEAUTY AND SKIN CARE PRODUCTS INCLUDING SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS,
COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS AND DENTIFRICES.
AXE RECHARGE
3124119  11/12/2015
UNILEVER PLC
Port Sunlight, Wirral, Merseyside, England CH62 4ZD, United Kingdom
Manufacturers
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
421079, 1412012, 1981422, 3078418

DELHI
Soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics; colognes, eau de toilette, perfume body sprays; oils, creams and lotions for the skin; shaving foam, shaving gel, pre-shaving and after-shaving lotions; talcum powder; preparations for the bath and shower; hair lotions; shampoo and conditioner; hair styling products; dentifrices; non-medicated mouthwashes; deodorants; anti-perspirants for personal use; non-medicated toilet preparations.
3125573  15/12/2015

SUNIL KUMAR
trading as ;NANDINI GRAH UDYOG
HANUMAN GALI ROAD NEAR DR ARVIND CHANDAUSI 244412 DISTT SAMBHAL U.P
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE APEX COMPANY
1026/21-23, İND FLOOR, GARGRENA HOUSE, GALI TELIYAN TILAK BAZAR, DELHI-110 006.
Used Since :01/04/2012

DELHI
DHOOP, AGGARBATTI, HAWAN SAMIGRI, PERFUMES AND OTHER PRODUCTS FOR USE IN POOJA.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL THE DESCRIPTIVE
MATTERS , SUBJECT TO COLOUR CONDITION
3125720  15/12/2015
PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, [OPP MC DONALD"S] P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.
Used Since :31/12/1996
DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES; HERBAL & AYURVEDIC BEAUTY AND SKIN CARE PRODUCTS INCLUDING SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS AND DENTIFRICES
3125858    15/12/2015
PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, (OPP MC DONALD’S) P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.
Used Since :31/12/1996
DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES; HERBAL & AYURVEDIC BEAUTY AND SKIN CARE PRODUCTS INCLUDING SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS AND DENTIFRICES
Capklen

3126800  15/12/2015
GELUK PHARMA PVT. LTD.
105, NEW UDYOG MANDIR 7 / C, PITAMBAR LANE, MAHIM (WEST), MUMBAI - 400016, MAHARASHTRA , INDIA
MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COSMETICS
3126945  15/12/2015
PANKAJ VINODBHAI GONDALIYA
trading as ;RAJDHANI PRODUCTS
"OM" NEHRU NAGAR MAIN ROAD,PLOT NO. 32/B, OPP. MARWADI BUILDING, NANAMAVA MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT-
360004, GUJARAT, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALPESH N. DAVDA
7 - EVEREST SOCIETY, JAYANT K.G.SOCIETY MAIN ROAD, OPP. KHADI BHAVAN, NEAR ANAND BUNGAL CHOWK,
MAVDI MAIN ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 004 -GUJARAT
Used Since :01/12/2015
AHMEDABAD
SOAPS, PERFUMERY, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS & OILS, SHAMPOOS, BODY LOTIONS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN
CLASS-3
3128374    16/12/2015
M/S. MARYA DAY AGRO FOODS PVT. LTD.
CALIFORNIA CAMPUS, 97, CIVIL LINES, OPPOSITE RATANDEEP COMPLEX, BAREILLY-243001, U.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions and dentifrices
3128376  16/12/2015
M/S. MARYA DAY AGRO FOODS PVT. LTD.
CALIFORNIA CAMPUS, 97, CIVIL LINES, OPPOSITE RATANDEEP COMPLEX, BAREILLY-243001, U.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions and dentifrices
3128379 16/12/2015
M/S. MARYA DAY AGRO FOODS PVT. LTD.
CALIFORNIA CAMPUS, 97, CIVIL LINES, OPPOSITE RATANDEEP COMPLEX, BAREILLY-243001, U.P.
MERCHANDIS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions and dentifrices
3128409    16/12/2015
M/S. MARYA DAY AGRO FOODS PVT. LTD.
CALIFORNIA CAMPUS, 97, CIVIL LINES, OPPOSITE RATANDEEP COMPLEX, BAREILLY-243001, U.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions and dentifrices
3128412  16/12/2015
M/S. MARYA DAY AGRO FOODS PVT. LTD.
CALIFORNIA CAMPUS, 97, CIVIL LINES, OPPOSITE RATANDEEP COMPLEX, BAREILLY-243001, U.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions and dentifrices
3128415  16/12/2015
M/S. MARYA DAY AGRO FOODS PVT. LTD.
CALIFORNIA CAMPUS, 97, CIVIL LINES, OPPOSITE RATANDEEP COMPLEX, BAREILLY-243001, U.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions and dentifrices
3128417   16/12/2015
M/S. MARYA DAY AGRO FOODS PVT. LTD.
CALIFORNIA CAMPUS, 97, CIVIL LINES, OPPOSITE RATANDEEP COMPLEX, BAREILLY-243001, U.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions and dentifrices
3128418    16/12/2015
M/S. MARYA DAY AGRO FOODS PVT. LTD.
CALIFORNIA CAMPUS, 97, CIVIL LINES, OPPOSITE RATANDEEP COMPLEX, BAREILLY-243001, U.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

PROPOSED TO BE USED
DELHI

BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS AND DENTIFRICES
3128420    16/12/2015
M/S. MARYA DAY AGRO FOODS PVT. LTD.
CALIFORNIA CAMPUS, 97, CIVIL LINES, OPPOSITE RATANDEEP COMPLEX, BAREILLY-243001, U.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions and dentifrices
3128421    16/12/2015
M/S. MARYA DAY AGRO FOODS PVT. LTD.
CALIFORNIA CAMPUS, 97, CIVIL LINES, OPPOSITE RATANDEEP COMPLEX, BAREILLY-243001, U.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3100380
DELHI

Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions and dentifrices
3128422   16/12/2015
M/S. MARYA DAY AGRO FOODS PVT. LTD.
CALIFORNIA CAMPUS, 97, CIVIL LINES, OPPOSITE RATANDEEP COMPLEX, BAREILLY-243001, U.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions and dentifrices
3131235 18/12/2015
M/S. MARYA DAY AGRO FOODS PVT. LTD.
CALIFORNIA CAMPUS, 97, CIVIL LINES, OPPOSITE RATANDEEP COMPLEX, BAREILLY-243001, U.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMA NAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used

DELIHI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions and dentifrices
3131236  18/12/2015
M/S. MARYA DAY AGRO FOODS PVT. LTD.
CALIFORNIA CAMPUS, 97, CIVIL LINES, OPPOSITE RATANDEEP COMPLEX, BAREILLY-243001, U.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions and dentifrices
3131243  18/12/2015

M/S. MARYA DAY AGRO FOODS PVT. LTD.
CALIFORNIA CAMPUS, 97, CIVIL LINES, OPPOSITE RATANDEEP COMPLEX, BAREILLY-243001, U.P.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions and dentifrices

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word DEODRANT & ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
3131376  18/12/2015
SH. GURMEET SINGH
trading as ;M/S BOPARAI SOAP FACTORY
VILLAGE GHUDANI KALAN, TEHSIL PAYAL, DISTT. LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
WASHING SOAPS AND WASHING POWDER IN CLASS-3.
3131419  18/12/2015
SUNIL JAIN
trading as : OSWAL INTERNATIONAL
11 BANE VIHAR, 200FT ROAD, NEAR JOSHI MARG, JHOTWARA JAIPUR
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK KUMAR SHARMA
0-26 third floor amber tower sansar chand road jaipur
Used Since : 08/12/2015
AHMEDABAD
INCENSE STICKS, DHOO, PERFUMERY, MEHANDI, COSMETIC PRODUCTS, DITERGENT POWDER & CAKE, SHOPS, TOILET CLEANER, PHYNIAL, ESSENTIAL OILS HAWAN SAMAGRI INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word PRODUCTS
Frenzi
3131754  18/12/2015
OLEFIA BIOPHARMA LIMITED
303, Shiv Lok, Jansath Road, Muzaffarnagar U.P. 251001
Manufacturer, Merchant, Exporter and Trader

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since: 21/12/2010

DELHI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations;
soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; personal hygiene products; care and beautifying
preparations for face, body, hair, eye and nail; detergents; bleaching preparations, cleaning preparations; perfumery,
toilet water, aftershave, cologne; essential oils; deodorants and antiperspirants; preparations for the care and
beautification of the scalp and hair; shampoos and conditioners; hair colourants; hair styling products; hair dye;
toothpaste; mouthwash, not for medical use; preparations for the care of the mouth and teeth; non-medicated toilet
preparations; bath and shower preparations; skin care preparations; oils, creams and lotions for the skin; shaving
preparations; pre-shave and aftershave preparations; antiseptic and disinfectant preparations; depilatory preparations;
sun-tanning and sun protection preparations; cosmetics; make-up and make-up removing preparations; petroleum jelly;
lip care preparations; talcum powder; cotton wool, cotton sticks; cosmetic pads, tissues or wipes; pre-moistened or
impregnated cleansing pads, tissues or wipes; beauty masks, facial packs; body massage and spa preparations; emery
and nail care preparations; cosmetic pencil and sharpener; eye shadow; Mascara; and other beauty, healthcare and
cosmetic preparations.
3132605  18/12/2015
LALIT KAPOOR
MU-12, D PITAM PURA, DELHI
MANUFACTURING/TRADING/ MARKETING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOKESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
B-101, B.G.S. Block, Tis Hazari,Delhi-110054
Used Since :01/12/2015
DELHI
ESSENTIAL OILS, ATTARS, FRAGRANCES, APPAREU PERFUMES, DEODORANT, CAR PERFUMES, SYNTHETIC OILS,
SNOW FAIRNESS CREAM, BRILLIANTINE, WHITE PETROLEUM JELLY, COLD CREAM, FACIAL GEUMAKEUP KIT, HAIR
REMOVING CREAM, FOUNDATION, COMPACT, FACE WASH, FACIAL CREAMS, SHAMPOO, HAIR GEL, TALCUM
POWDER, Bindi, Face Scrubs & Packs Mehendi, Beauty Facial Kit, After Save Lotion, Foam, Hair Oil, Lipsticks, Rose
Water, Nail Polish Remover, Lip Gloss, Lipguard, Cleansing Milk, Bleach Cream, Massage Cream, Nail Polish, Mascara,
Hand Wash, Hair Color, Sindoor Kum Kum, Eye Liner
3135578  22/12/2015
JOHNS HERBALS
8/338A, KOKKAPILLLY POST, THIRUVANKULAM, ERNAKULAM, KERALA
MANUFACTURING AND SALES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
558E, V.M. COMPLEX, ERODE ROAD, VELLAKOVIL. - 638 111, DIST. - TIRUPUR.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2775374, 3129725, 3133227, 3134361
CHENNAI
Soaps; Perfumery, Essential Oils, Cosmetics, Hair Lotions; Dentifrices.
3136908 16/12/2015
SUBLIME CONSUMERS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SUBLIME CONSUMERS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
NO 5, PMK NAGAR, MAHALINGAPURAM MAIN ROAD, NUNGAMBakkAM, CHENNAI 600034.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A Company Registered under the Companies Act,1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMT LAW PRACTICE
32A, KRISHNAN STREET, T.NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 017.
Used Since :10/08/2014
CHENNAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES, ALL TYPES OF SKIN CARE, HAIR CARE, PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTSIN
GOVINDLAL HIRALAL MANDORA
trading as ;M/S. NAVAL SOAP FACTORY
6/D, ANAND INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BORSAD ROAD, ANAND - 388 001, GUJARAT.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & TRADERS
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVAL & CO.,
A-1, 1ST FLOOR, SATYAMEV-1, OPP. GUJARAT HIGH COURT, SOLA, S.G.ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 060
Used Since :01/04/2004
To be associated with:
133591

AHMEDABAD
DETERGENT CAKE, DETERGENT POWDER, OIL SOAP, DISHWASH BAR, CLEANING POWDER, LIQUID DETERGENT, LIQUID SOAP, TOILET SOAP AND BATHING SOAP INCLUDED IN CLASS : 03
3138062  24/12/2015
JON'RIC OOMPH MEDISPA PVT LTD
trading as ;Jon'Ric OOMPH MEDISPA PVT LTD
No. 555, 12th MAIN ROAD, 4th BLOCK, KORAMANGALA, BANGALORE - 560034.
MANUFACTURE, SALES & TRADING
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHWANATH & GLOBAL ATTORNEYS
# 42-839, 2ND FLOORL, MAULA ALI, SECUNDERABAD - 500 040.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3138060, 3138061

CHENNAI
Skin Whitening, Beauty Masks, Bleaching Preparations and Other Substances for Laundry Use; Cleaning; Polishing; Scouring and Abrasive Preparations; Soaps; Perfumery, Essential Oils, Cosmetics, Hair Lotions, Dentifrices.
DOER PHARMA
A/1, SHOP NO 5, CHANKYA SOCIETY, LOK BHARTI COMPLEX, MAROL, ANDHERI EAST, MUMBAI-400059
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEMARK
2/A-1, KESLEY CHS, RAM NAGAR, BORIVALI WEST, MUMBAI- 400092
Used Since :28/12/2015

MUMBAI
SOAPS; PERFUMERY; ESSENTIAL OILS; COSMETICS; COLOGNES, CREAMS AND LOTIONS FOR THE SKIN; SHAVING FOAM AND GEL, PRE-SHAVING AND AFTER-SHAVING LOTIONS, TALCUM POWDERS; PREPARATIONS FOR THE BATH AND SHOWER; HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES; NON-MEDICATED MOUTHWASHES; DEODORANTS; ANTI-PERSPIRANTS FOR PERSONAL USE; NON-MEDICATED TOILET PREPARATIONS; SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS, CLEANSERS; MOISTURIZERS, CREAMS, GELS, SPRAYS, LOTIONS, FLUIDS, OILS, WASH, MIST, PACK, MASK, SCRUB, FOAM, PASTE, POWDER, GERMICIDAL, TOILETRIES AND OTHERS; HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3142896 30/12/2015
HERBONICS COSMETICS PVT. LTD
J-185, SECT-1, DSIIDC, BAWANA, NEW DELHI 110039
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDEEP BISHT
B-7, ASHADEEP BUILDING, 9-HAILEY ROAD, NEW DELHI-1
Used Since :27/12/2012
To be associated with:
2454901
DELHI
COSMETICS INCLUDING HERBAL COSMETICS, BATH SALTS, CREAMS, ESSENTIAL OILS, HAIR LOTIONS AND COLORANTS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS, CLEANING PREPARATIONS, SCRUBBING PREPARATIONS, BEAUTY MASKS, SCENTED WATER
MOM 'S

3143235  29/12/2015
SMT. SAMVATSAR PREETI NILANSHU
trading as ;ADORE LAB
PLOT N 5 - A28, CIDCO, FLAT G - 1, CHETANSHILP, SAVAKAR NAGAR, AURNGABAD - 431003, (MAHARASHTRA).
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Used Since :01/07/2014
MUMBAI
Soap.
3144450  31/12/2015
YUSUF UN NABI KHAN
trading as ;M. M. NABI KHAN AND CO
GANJAKHET CHOWK, BHANDARA ROAD, NAGPUR-440002
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A PROPRIETORY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHILPA DAMANIA
D-18, Jai Rameshwar Soct, S.V. Road, Next to Mahesh Nagar, Goregaon (W), Mumbai - 400 062
Used Since :20/07/1960
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE;
CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS,
COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
3145659  30/12/2015
N.S.SARAVANAN
trading as ;VEE GREEN
NO.19, JAI NAGAR, NEAR SVN SCHOOL, SATHY MAIN ROAD, KONGAMPALAYAM, ERODE-638 105, ERODE-DIST, TAMILNADU
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Used Since :28/12/2015
CHENNAI
COSMETICS
3147659  31/12/2015
KRISHNA BEHARI GARG
trading as ;M/S RAM NIWAS CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES
VILLAGE DAYANAT PUR, HATHRAS (U.P.) INDIA.
MANUFACTURER / MERCHANT.
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :22/01/2011
DELHI
PERFUMED SPRAY
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
SAMEER LELE
trading as ;M/s. SHREE BALAJI ENTERPRISES
7 - B, Brijvihar Colony, Near Ram Mandir, Annapurna Road, Indore - 452001, Madhya Pradesh
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cleaning preparations (liquid, soap, phenyl, dishwash, washing powder)
3151632  05/01/2016
RISING INDUSTRIES
trading as ;RISING INDUSTRIES
Plot No. 139 & 145, Mythripuram Colony, Karmanghat, Rangareddy-500035, Telangana, India
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, Flat 201, Sairam Residency, Plot No. 116, 117 & 118, Alkapoor Township, Puppalaguda, Rajendra Nagar, Hyderabad-89.
Used Since :05/01/2016
CHENNAI
Room fragrancing preparations, Room perfume sprays, air freshners, perfumes and essential oils.
3151875  06/01/2016
PERFUNOVA INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
SURVEY NO. 205/1 & 208/2, COASTAL HIGHWAY, VILLAGE BHIPORE, NANI DAMAN - 396210
MANUFACTURE, MERCHANT AND EXPORTERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MALHOTRA & MALHOTRA
GHIA NIWAS (3RD FLOOR), 73/75 SUTAR CHAWL, ZAVERI BAZAR, BOMBAY - 400 002.
Used Since :31/05/2005
To be associated with:
3151874
AHMEDABAD
NON-MEDICATED TOILET PREPARATIONS, COSMETICS, NAIL POLISH, LIP BALM/STICK, FACE, BODY TALCUM
POWDER, FACE PACK, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS, FACIAL CREAM, PERSONAL CARE PRODUCTS, SOAPS, FACE
AND FOOT CREAMS AND LOTIONS, SUNSCREEN LOTIONS, CLEANSERS, DEPILATORY PREPARATIONS, HAIR
SHAMPOOS, CONDITIONERS, OILS, GELS, COLOURS, DYES, SHOWER GEL, SHAVING FOAM, CREAM, GEL,
AFTERSHAVE, BODY SPRAY/LOTION, DEODORANTS, PERFUMERY, EAU DE PERFUME, EAU DE TOILET, EAU DE
COLOGNE, ESSENTIAL OILS, MINT, AND DENTIFRICES, ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS -3.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 3151874.
3161688   18/01/2016
GIRNAR AYURVEDIC PHARMACY PVT. LTD
191, KUWADVA G.I.D.C., RAJKOT - GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAH IP
67, PREMCHANDNAGAR ROW HOUSES, OPPOSITE AKASH TOWERS, JUDGES BUNGLOW ROAD, BODAKDEV,
SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380015, GUJARAT

Used Since :09/04/2013

To be associated with:
1413342

AHMEDABAD

COSMETICS, SHAMPOO, HAIR OIL, BEAUTY LIQUID SOAP, HAIR LOTION, TOILETRIES, NON MEDICATED PREPARATION
FOR THE CARE OF SKIN, ESSENTIAL OIL, RISE WATER BODY LOTION FOR COSMETICS PURPOSE, COSMETICS
CREAM, HAIR REMOVER, TOILET SOAP.
GIRNAR AYURVEDIC PHARMACY PVT. LTD
191, KUWADVA G.I.D.C., RAJKOT - GUJARAT, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAH IP
67, PREMCHANDNAGAR ROW HOUSES, OPPOSITE AKASH TOWERS, JUDGES BUNGLOW ROAD, BODAKDEV, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD - 380015, GUJARAT
Used Since : 27/12/2014
To be associated with:
1413342, 3161688
AHMEDABAD
COSMETICS, SHAMPOO, HAIR OIL, BEAUTY LIQUID SOAP, HAIR LOTION, TOILETRIES, NON MEDICATED PREPARATION FOR THE CARE OF SKIN, ESSENTIAL OIL, RISE WATER BODY LOTION FOR COSMETICS PURPOSE, COSMETICS CREAM, HAIR REMOVER, TOILET SOAP.
3370599  22/09/2016

POOJA VERMA
VILLAGE ALCONA, NEAR CHANFI PUL, POST CHANFI, DISTRICT NANITAL, UTTARAKHAND, INDIA-263136
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since : 17/09/2016

DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING; POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES
3531233  21/04/2017
BANDANA RATH
607/9057,ASHUTOSH NAGAR,SAMEIGADIA,RASULGARH-751010

THE TRADEMARK ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA
Tyre Polish, Car Shampoos.
CALACAN

3533469   25/04/2017
SPANDEL ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
No. X-40 OLKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE II NEW DELHI 110020
Body Corporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAYUR CHHABRA
GF, J6/41, RAJOURI GARDEN NEW DELHI 110027

Proposed to be Used
DELI

cosmetics and cleaning preparations, including bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; and dentifrices.
GULAB RAMCHAND JHAM
trading as ;RRG AND COMPANY
PLOT NO. D-15, PHASE-II, MIDC INDUSTRIAL ARE, DOMBIVALI(EAST)-421203.DIST, THANE
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
COSMETICS, TOILET CLEANING PREPARATION, CLEANSING, POLISHING, SCOURING, ABRASIVES, SKIN CARE
PREPARATIONS; SOAPS, NAIL POLISH, LIPSTICKS, LOTIONS, POWDER (MAKE UP AND TALCUM), SELF STICKING
BINDIES, PERFUMERY, HAIR OILS, CREAM, SHAMPOO AND HAIR DYE
Trade Marks Journal No: 1810, 14/08/2017 Class 3

3557391 26/05/2017
ARYANISH PATEL
trading as ;ARYANISH PATEL - HOUSE OF ARYANISH
3RD FLOOR, VASANT HOUSE, 19TH ROAD, KHAR (WEST). MUMBAI -400052
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DAKSHESH B. MEHTA, ADVOCATE
B-203, SHIVALIK PLAZA, OPP. ATIRA, IIM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380015, GUJARAT
Used Since :09/10/2016

MUMBAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES INCLUDED IN CLASS-03
3557392  26/05/2017
ARYANISH PATEL
trading as ;ARYANISH PATEL - HOUSE OF ARYANISH
3RD FLOOR, VASANT HOUSE, 19TH ROAD, KHAR (WEST), MUMBAI – 400052
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DAKSHESH B. MEHTA, ADVOCATE
B-203, SHIVALIK PLAZA, OPP. ATIRA, IIM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380015, GUJARAT
Used Since :20/04/2016
To be associated with:
3557391
MUMBAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES INCLUDED IN CLASS-03
3557431    26/05/2017
RAVI KUMAR GUPTA
197 DHARMPUR, CHAKRATA, DEHRADUN DEHRADUN-248001 UTTRAKHAND, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS, NON-MEDICATED HAIR LOTIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES.
3563950  05/06/2017
RESHMA ANAND UDASI TRADING AS: SAIHIRA DISTRIBUTORS
204, Hammersmith Estate Premises, Off Sitladevi Temple Road, Mahim, Mumbai - 400 016 [M.S.], India
Proprietary Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, 1ND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PERFUMES, DEODORANTS, FRAGRANCES, BODY SPRAY, COSMETICS, NON-MEDICATED TOILET PREPARATIONS, TOILETRIES, ESSENTIALS OIL INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
Trade Marks Journal No: 1810, 14/08/2017  Class 3

3567543  09/06/2017
ASIS KUMAR PANDA
Gyanendra Nayak, C/O – Bandhu Charan Nayak
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
M/s IPR House, Advocates 89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Incence stick
3568919   12/06/2017
RAMLAL GOEL PROPRIETOR OF SHREE BALAJI COSMETICS
54, NAJAFGARH ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI - 15.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1275141
DELHI
NAIL POLISH
Trade Marks Journal No: 1810, 14/08/2017  Class 3

3569848 13/06/2017
M/S SIVA SRI RETAIL
H. NO.- 1-56/6/C/207, BLOCK -C, SATYANARAYANA ENCLAVE, MADINAGUDA, R.R. DISTRICT, RANGAREDDY,
TELANGANA - 500049.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.
Used Since :24/04/2017
CHENNAI
COSMETICS AND BEAUTY CARE PRODUCTS.
3570312 14/06/2017
MR. KARMPAL RANA
Shiv Nagar, Subhash Nagar, Link Road, Near Parshuram Mandir, Muzaffarnagar – 251 002
individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAWDE MEGHA ASHOK
C-339,ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSE PVT. LTD , V.I.T. COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI 400 037

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Manufacturing of Beauty care cosmetics
OPALESCENCE
3570571  14/06/2017
ULTRADENT PRODUCTS, INC
505 West 10200 South South Jordan, Utah 84095 UNITED STATES
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310
Used Since :03/02/2009
DELHI
Tooth whitening kits; tooth whitening gels and preparations; pre-filled dental trays for applying whitening compositions to teeth; toothpaste; cosmetic preparations for the care of mouth and teeth.
GUNJAN NALODE
H. No. 331, Street No. - 3, Kayastha Ward, Durg ( C.G. ) Pin – 491001
Sole Proprietary firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3185406, 3528479

MUMBAI
Washing powder, Soap detergent, Henna [cosmetic dye], Liquid Soap, Washing and cleaning preparations, Cleaning preparations for fabrics.
3574635  20/06/2017
AGASTYA MIHIR R DALMIA
27, AKBAR ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110011
An Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALBA LAW OFFICES
FLAT NO. 3D, GIRDHAR APARTMENT 28, FIROZSHAH ROAD NEW DELHI-110001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Food flavourings [essential oils]; Cake flavourings [essential oils]; Flavourings for beverages [essential oils]; Flavourings for cakes [essential oils]; Flavour enhancers for food [essential oils]; Beverages (Flavorings [flavourings] for -) essential oils; Flavorings [flavourings] for beverages [essential oils]
SHAKIRA

3575800  21/06/2017

DADA OGAD INDUSTRIES LLP
House No. 5520/12, 2nd Floor, Basti Harphool Singh, Sadar Thana Road, Delhi-110006
(A Limited Liability Partnership Firm)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P2 LEX PERITUS
E-48, 3RD FLOOR, JHILMIL COLONY, DELHI-110095

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Cosmetic Products
3575893  21/06/2017
SWETA PRAMOD JOSHI
ASHIRWAD NAGAR, NANDED
ONE PERSON COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAIKH MOHAMMED GOUS
D-9 Vishnu Complex, VIP Road Nanded

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
CLEANING AND POLISHING PREPARATIONS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, SOAPS, DETERGENTS, NON-MEDICATED TOILET PREPARATIONS, COSMETICS, PERFUMES; ESSENTIAL OILS, PERFUMING PREPARATIONS FOR THE ATMOSPHERE, ROOM FRESHENERS, INCENSE, INCENSE CONES, INCENSE STICKS, INCENSE SACHETS, INCENSE SPRAYS.
NYKAA EYEMBOLD KAJAL

3576821    22/06/2017
FSN E-COMMERCE VENTURES PRIVATE LIMITED
104, Vasan Udyog Bhavan, Sun Mill Compound, Tulsi Pipe Road, Lower Parel (West), Mumbai- 400013, Maharashtra, India.
Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.
Used Since :16/11/2016
To be associated with:
3048589, 3048591
MUMBAI
Cosmetics
NYKAA GLAMOREYES EYE PENCIL

3576822 22/06/2017

FSN E-COMMERCE VENTURES PRIVATE LIMITED
104, Vasan Udhyog Bhavan, Sun Mill Compound, Tulsi Pipe Road, Lower Parel (West), Mumbai- 400013, Maharashtra, India.

Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.

Used Since: 02/02/2017

To be associated with:
3048589, 3048591

MUMBAI
Cosmetics
3579664  27/06/2017
MOHAN RAMK
BBCL VAJRA, FLAT NO: 12C, 12TH FLOOR, TOWER-3, NOLAMBUR, CHENNAI-600 095, TAMIL NADU
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS, NON-MEDICATED HAIR LOTIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; COSMETIC CREAMS; DEODORANTS FOR HUMAN BEINGS; LIPSTICKS; LOTIONS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; MAKE-UP PREPARATIONS; MASSAGE GELS OTHER THAN FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; MOUTH WASHES, NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; NAIL POLISH; NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS; OILS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; SHAMPOOS; SHAVING PREPARATIONS; SKIN WHITENING CREAMS; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SKIN CARE; TOILETRIES
SINORIP

3580675    29/06/2017
SAPNA GOYAL
C-28, ASHOK VIHAR, PHASE-I, DELHI-110052
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BESTONE CONSULTANCY
Office No. 320, 3RD Floor, Vardhman Tower, Preet Vihar, Delhi-110092. Mobile No. 9711246508

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COSMETICS INCLUDING CREAMS, OILS SHOPS, SHAMPOOS AND LOTIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
3581316  29/06/2017
SIVA KUMAR, I
RAJNI DHANJAYA FLATS, NO:6, INDIRA GANDHI 3RD STREET, FLAT – A4, 1ST FLOOR, CHOOLAIMEDU, CHENNAI – 600 094, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADHI LEGAL SOLUTIONS
ALPHA TOWERS, OLD NO.96, ARMENIAN STREET, 1ST FLOOR, SHREE KALIKAMBAL TEMPLE BACKSIDE, PARRYS, CHENNAI - 600001.
Used Since :03/04/2017
CHENNAI
COSMETICS, HERBAL COSMETICS, ORGANIC COSMETICS, SOAPS, AYURVEDIC SOAP, HERBAL SOAP
M R PRODUCTS - KRYSTAL CLEAR

3581781  30/06/2017

RAGAVAN

trading as ; HERBAL COSMETICS PRODUCTS

NO.1/181, MUTHUMARIAMMAN KOIL STREET, 56L ENDATHUR (VIA UTIRAMERUR), MADHURANDHAGAM, KANCHIPURAM DISTRICT-603406, TAMILNADU, INDIA.

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS

SOLE PROPRIETOR

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

HAIR OIL, SHAMPOO, BATH SOAP, HAIR DYE, SEIKKAI POWDER, PASTE, FACE CREAM, HAIR CREAM, FACIAL, MOISTURISING LOTION, MASSAGE OIL AND HAIR CONDITIONAR, MANICURE AND PEDICURE CREAM.
3581972  30/06/2017
VIJAY GUPTA PROPRIETOR OF INNOVATIVE ROOTS
221, VIRAAT NAGAR, PANIPAT, HARYANA-132103
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HAIR OIL
3582176  30/06/2017
DAIO PAPER CORPORATION
2-60, MISHIMA-KAMIYA-CHO, SHIKOKUCHUO-SHI, EHIME-KEN, JAPAN
Corporation established and existing under the laws of Japan
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Baby wipes; Tissues impregnated with cosmetics; Tissues impregnated with cleaning preparations; Pre-moistened cosmetic tissues; Moist wipes for sanitary and cosmetic purposes.
THEMANA

3582302  01/07/2017
ANDHRA DETERGENTS MAC MARKETING SOCIETY LTD
179/2,3, VANAPAMULA VILLAGE, PEDAPARUPUDI MANDAL, KRISHNA DISTRICT-521 263, ANDHRA PRADESH
A CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY REPRESENTED BY ITS CHAIRMAN SARANYA PAMARTHI
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :21/07/2012

CHENNAI
DETERGENTS OTHER THAN FOR USE IN MANUFACTURING OPERATIONS AND FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; BLEACHING
PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE
PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SOAPS; DISH DETERGENTS; DETERGENTS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE
DIMANA
3582303  01/07/2017
ANDHRA DETERGENTS MAC MARKETING SOCIETY LTD
179/2,3, VANAPAMULA VILLAGE, PEDAPARUPUDI MANDAL, KRISHNA DISTRICT-521 263, ANDHRA PRADESH
A CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY REPRESENTED BY ITS CHAIRMAN SARANYA PAMARTHI
Address for service in India/Accepts address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :21/07/2012
CHENNAI
DETERGENTS OTHER THAN FOR USE IN MANUFACTURING OPERATIONS AND FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; BLEACHING
PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE
PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SOAPS; DISH DETERGENTS; DETERGENTS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE
3582380 01/07/2017
SONAL MAHESHWARI
1502, NEUMEC ELEGANCE, VEER SANTAJI LANE, OPP. PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, LOWER PAREL (W), MUMBAI-400013.
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COSMETICS
3582409  01/07/2017
LIBERCO CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO 3, 2ND FLOOR, SHAKTI KHAND-3, INDIRAPURAM, I.E.SAHIBABAD, GHAZIABAD - 201010

THE TRADE MARKS ACT,1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanamal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; Non-medicated soaps; Perfumery, essential oils, non-mediated cosmetics, non-mediated hair lotions; Non-mediated dentifrices
3582414 01/07/2017
VISION MEDICARE INDUSTRIES
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Baby wipes, cologne impregnated disposable wipes, wipe incorporating cleaning preparations, pre moistened with cleaning preparations, baby wipes for cosmetic use, facial wipes impregnated with cosmetics, wipes impregnated with cosmetics and skin cleanser & Cosmetic Products.
3582715   01/07/2017
JAYMIN KANZIYA TRADING AS M/S NEW J.J. CHEMICALS
CHANDANNAGAR PART-2, OPP NANDANVAN FLAT, BHAMARIYA KUVA, NAROL AHMEDABAD-382405
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Used Since :01/04/2013

AHMEDABAD

Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions and dentifrices
RMG TANSEN

3582769  01/07/2017

RAJ KUMAR AGARWAL
WARD NO. 17, NEAR BABA RAMDEV TEMPLE, LUNKARANSAR, BIKANER-334603
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HONEY TANEJA
93, INDRA VIHAR, 3RD FLOOR, NEAR BBM BUS DEPOT, DELHI-110009

Used Since :01/04/2005

AHMEDABAD

DETERGENTS, DETERGENT SOAP, SOAPS, DISHWASHER DETERGENTS, DISHWASHER POWDER, SOAPS AND GELS,
SOAPS IN LIQUID FORM, AND CLEANING PREPRATIONS (NOT FOR INDUSTRIAL USE)
3582816  02/07/2017
CAR WASH N WIPE
No.785,Sneha Nilaya, Gokula Extension, MES Road, Bangalore-560054.
A Registered Partnership Firm Under Indian Partnership Act 1932

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
NO.2, TRANQUILITY, 3RD FLOOR, LINDEN STREET, AUSTIN TOWN, BANGALORE-560047.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Car shampoos; Glass cleaners; Glass cleaning preparations; Vehicle tyre polish; Automobile polish; Car polish;
Polishing wax; Polishing creams; Polishing stones; Window cleaners [polish]
3582915  03/07/2017
KANNI UVARAJ
NO. 32, DEVELOPED PLOT NP, SIDCO INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, EKKADUTHANGAL, CHENNAI-600 032, TAMIL NADU.
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND
ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS,
NON-MEDICATED HAIR LOTIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES.

Transliteration : POORVIKA
3583013 03/07/2017
MRS. PRACHI PRABHIKAR DESAI
Plot No. 99-100, Udyamnagar Majgaon, Sawantwadi, Dist: Sindhudurg - 406 541
MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKAR & PARKAR
333 Narsi Natha Street, Ground Floor, Room No.12, Katha Bazar, Mumbai 400 009, India.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1226361

MUMBAI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; non-medicated soaps; perfumery, essential oils, non-medicated cosmetics, non-medicated hair lotions; non-medicated dentifrices
3583145  03/07/2017
DOMI SMILES HOME CARE
G-10, ANTRIKSH COMPLEX, SAYAJIGUNJ, VADODARA-390005
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NIKITABEN RASHMINKUMAR SHAH
258, ADINATH SOCIETY, B/H. BRIGHT SCHOOL, VIP ROAD, KARELIBAUG, VADODARA-390018.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; Non-medicatated soaps; Perfumery, essential oils, non-medicatated cosmetics, non-medicatated hair lotions; Non-medicatated dentifrices
3583168   03/07/2017
KUNAL SINGHAL
1/5072 GALI NO. 02, BALBIR NAGAR, SHAHDARA, DELHI – 110032.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BREATH FRESHNERS NAMLEY PAN MASALA.
ABDUL THALIB PARAKKANDY
MUMTHAZ MANZIL, OLLATUCHAL, KOTTALI PO, KAKKAT, KANNUR, KERALA, 670005.
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.
Used Since: 01/04/2011

CHENNAI
PERFUMES, BODY SPRAYS AND COSMETIC PRODUCTS.
3583724  03/07/2017
AVIYAH BUSINESS PRIVATE LIMITED
30/303, THENGUMTHARAYIL, CHUMATHARA, THIRUVALLA, PATHANAMTHITTA-689 103, KERALA
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, ScourING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS, NON-MEDICATED HAIR LOTIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES; COSMETIC CREAMS; DEODORANTS FOR HUMAN BEINGS; LIPSTICKS; LOTIONS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; MAKE-UP PREPARATIONS; MASSAGE GELS OTHER THAN FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; MOUTH WASHES, NOT FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; NAIL POLISH; NAIL CARE PREPARATIONS; OILS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES; SHAMPOOS; SHAVING PREPARATIONS; SKIN WHITENING CREAMS; COSMETIC PREPARATIONS FOR SKIN CARE; TOILETRIES
RECROMEE

3584111  04/07/2017
CURATIO HEALTH CARE (I) PVT.LTD
trading as ;CURATIO HEALTH CARE (I) PVT.LTD
NO.25/13, WHITES ROAD, 4TH FLOOR, MAMATHA COMPLEX, ROYAPETTAH, CHENNAI 600 014
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BALA KUMAR CHANDRASEKHARAN & ASSOCIATES.
SUITE NO.6, 2ND FLOOR, 60, KASTURBAI NAGAR, 3 RD MAIN ROAD, ADYAR MADRAS - 600 020.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
COSMETICS
PRAEL GROUP PTE LTD.
111 North Bridge Road, #13-01 Peninsula Plaza, Singapore 179098
A company incorporated under the Laws of Singapore

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Age defense cosmetic products; anti-sun products [cosmetic preparations for tanning the skin]; bath gels and oils for cosmetic use; collagen preparations for cosmetic application; cosmetic creams and gels; cosmetic face masks; cosmetic facial creams; cosmetic foams; cosmetic for make-up; cosmetic for whitening and body shaping purposes; powder for cosmetic purposes; pomades for cosmetic use; pearl creams for cosmetic purposes; non-medicated lotions for cosmetic use; facial cosmetic serums, creams, lotions and cosmetic products for face care; cosmetic solutions for skin exfoliation and rejuvenation; cosmetic sun care and sun protection preparations; toners for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic eye treatment mask.
3584408  04/07/2017
KCHP TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
trading as ; KCHP TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
D-23 ROSE WOOD CITY GURGAON HARYANA 122001
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M.K.GUPTA TRADE MARKS CO.
A-73, III FLOOR, SILVER COMPLEX, ABOVE MAHARANI JEWELLERS, MAIN VIKAS MARG, GURU NANAK PURA, DELHI.
Used Since : 20/06/2017
DELHI
PERFUME AND FRAGRANCES
BOMBSHELL BODY

3584444  04/07/2017

VICTORIA'S SECRET STORES BRAND MANAGEMENT, INC.
4 Limited Parkway, Reynoldsburg Ohio 43068, United States of America
A Delaware corporation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Perfume, eau de parfum, eau de toilette, essential oils, massage oils, body splash, body mist, body spray, body scrub, body wash, body soap, body cream, body lotion, bath bombs, shower gel, hand soap, hand cream, hand lotion, cosmetics, hair-care preparations; sun-tanning preparations; self-tanning preparations and non-medicated sun care preparations.
3584624  04/07/2017
K.KATHIRAVAN TRADING AS PUREE LEAFS
NO.12, 4TH BLOCK, SULOKCHANA NAGAR, REVATHIPURAM, 6TH STREET, URAPAKKAM, KANCHEEPURAM 603210
Proprietorship firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HAIR OIL, HERBAL PERFUMES, HERBAL OIL
VEDA VISWAS

3584798    05/07/2017

B.SRIDHAR KUMAR
5-168(7),CHITRA NAGAR,KK VALASAI,TENKASI,TIRUNELVELI DIST,TIRUNELVELI-627803

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Non-medicated soaps; Perfumery, essential oils, non-medicated cosmetics, non-medicated hair lotions; Non-medicated dentifrices
3584873  05/07/2017
VAIDEEK AYURVED PRIVATE LIMITED
413, Dum Dum Park, Tank No-4, Flat No.-03, 1st Floor, Near VIP Road, Lake Town, 24 pgs North, Pin 700055, West Bengal.
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. J. ASSOCIATES.
6A, KIRAN SHANKAR ROY ROAD, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Herbal Extracts for Cosmetics Purposes included in class-03
3584948  05/07/2017
CHUTRARAM NEMARAM GEHLOT
trading as ;PREM MEHANDI CENTRE
PLOT NO. 101, SHREE WHIDE HEIGHTS APARTMENT, HIRAWADI ROAD, PANCHVATI, NASHIK-422 003. MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, IST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :21/12/2015
To be associated with:
3371118
MUMBAI
SKIN CARE PREPARATION, HAIR CARE PREPARATION, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS, SHAMPOO, DEPILATORY PREPARATIONS NON-MEDICATED HAIR LOTIONS; NON MEDICATED DENTIFRICES ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
CHUTRARAM NEMARAM GEHLOT
trading as ;PREM MEHANDI CENTRE
PLOT NO. 101, SHREE WHIDE HEIGHTS APARTMENT, HIRAWADI ROAD, PANCHVATI, NASHIK 422 003.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Used Since : 21/12/2015

To be associated with:
3371118

MUMBAI

SKIN CARE PREPARATION, HAIR CARE PREPARATION, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR
LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SOAPS;
PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS, SHAMPOO, DEPILATORY PREPARATIONS NON-
MEDICATED HAIR LOTIONS; NON MEDICATED DENTIFRICES ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 03
VELNIK
3584951   05/07/2017
CHUTRARAM NEMARAM GEHLOT
trading as ;PREM MEHANDI CENTRE
PLOT NO. 101, SHREE WHIDE HEIGHTS APARTMENT, HIRAWADI ROAD, PANCHVATI, NASHIK-422 003.
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, IST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :21/12/2015
To be associated with:
3371118, 3584948, 3584949, 3584950
MUMBAI
HENNA AND HENNA BASED PRODUCTS, HAIR COLOR, HAIR OILS, HAIR DUE, SHAMPOO HAIR LOTIONS, HAIR CONDITIONER, HAIR CARE PREPARATIONS, SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, SOAPS, CREAM, DEPILATORY PREPARATIONS, HAIR REMOVING CREAM, TOILET CLEANING PREPARATIONS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE, CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OIL, COSMETICS, DEODORANTS AND ANTIPERSPIRANTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3.
ISHWARBHAI KANJIBHAI SUTARIYA (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS JI CORPORATION
162, MAGHANI TOWER, DELHI GATE, STATION ROAD, SURAT, GUJARAT
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
COSMETIC PREPARATIONS, PERFUMERY, BODY SPRAYS, SHAMPOO, BODY LOTION, COSMETIC BODY CREAMS, BODY SCRUBS, HAIR OIL, SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, FACE PACKS, AFTER SHAVE LOTIONS.
Roopayur

3585243  05/07/2017

SKY BRANDS
11/76 Station Road opp Rau Railway Station, Rau, Indore(mp)-453331

NEW APPLICATION

Address for service in India/Agents address:

AKHIL KACHOLIA
1/7 MAHESH NAGAR OPP. SONTU MONTU SCHOOL, INDORE

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Beauty gels, Face gels
3585278  05/07/2017
GODFREY GLOBAL VENTURES LLP.
1257/1, OPP. THAMAN GAS SERVICE, MAIN RAHON ROAD, LUDHIANA-141007 (PB.)
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bleaching Preparations & other Substances for Laundry use; Cleaning, Polishing, Scouring & Abrasive Preparations; Non-Medicated Soaps; Perfumery, Essential Oils, Non-Medicated Cosmetics, Non-Medicated Hair Lotions; Non-Medicated Dentifrices.
3585289  05/07/2017
SAURABH JAIN
C-3/183, JANAKPURI, DELHI-110058
proprietorship firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
B-83, 3RD FLOOR, DENA BANK BUILDING, I.P EXTANTION NEAR MAYUR PUBLIC SCHOOL,DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Bleaching Preparations and Other Substances For Laundry Use; Cleaning; Polishing; Scouring and Abrasive Preparations; Soaps; Perfumery, Essential Oils, Cosmetics, Hair Lotions, Dentifrices
3585354  05/07/2017
M/S BHARAT BHUSAN
74-P, Kherani Road, Sakinaka, Khan Estate, Mumbai- 400 072
Partneship
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DRASHTI ANANDPRAKASH SHARMA
51 "K" GOVT. COLONY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL SEVA SAMAJ, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD-380009.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Perfumed Agarbatti Preparation
PRIDE

3585487 05/07/2017

KANCHAN ENTERPRISE
A-403, AVADH PPARTMENT, OPP. NATIONAL COMPUTER COLLAGE, SATYAM COLONY, MAIN ROAD, JAMANAGAR,
GUJARAT 351006, INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR -
380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT

Used Since :01/07/2017

AHMEDABAD
HOUSE KEEPING ITEMS LIKE TOILET CLEANERS, GLASS CLEANERS, PHENYL NEPTHELENE BALLS INCLUDING IN
CLASS 3
3585502   05/07/2017
KLAVDS CINICDERMACOS SPECIALITY
17-15/3, F2, Near Shantha Apartment, Jyothi Nagar, Malakajgiri Mandal, Hyderabad, Telangana, India
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J-801, Jain's Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, Khajaguda, Hyderabad-500008, Telangana, India.
Used Since :01/06/2017
CHENNAI
Medicated Soaps & Soaps.
XIANGKE CHEN
NO. 201 OF H BUILDING, 228, CREATIVE PARK, YUNCHENG WEST ROAD, BAIYUN DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU, CHINA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOKESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
B-101, B.G.S. BLOCK, TIS HAZARI, DELHI-110054

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HAIR - STRAIGHTNER CREAM, WAVING LOTION, REBONDING CREAM, CONDITIONER, MASK OIL, SERUM, ULTRA SHINE POWER REPAIR DOSE, BLONDER, SPA DEEP CONDITIONER, SHOWER, STYLING, MOISTURIZING, EXFOLIATING SCRUB, SHAVING, SKIN GLOWING MOISTURING – GEL, ASTRINGENT, MOISTURIZING – LOTION, SKIN - GLOWING CREAM, TONER, BLONDER, TIGHTENING, BRIGHTENING & WHITENING PRODUCT, FACIAL & BODY POLISHING - SKIN GLOW PACK, SERUM, CLEANSER GEL, EXFOLIATING SCRUB, FOOT - SLOUGHING CREAM, SOFTENING CREAM, SOOTHING PACK, SPA SALT, SPA DEODRANT LOTION, MOISTURIZING, SHAVING, LACTO BLEACH (SUNTAN REMOVAL), BLEACH DEVELOPER – CREAM, FACE WASH, CLEANSING MILK, BABY MASSAGE OIL, PADICURE SHAMPOO
Trade Marks Journal No: 1810  14/08/2017  Class 3

3585975  06/07/2017
XIANGKE CHEN
NO. 201 OF H BUILDING, 228, CREATIVE PARK, YUNCHENG WEST ROAD, BAIYUN DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU, CHINA
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOKESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
B-101, B.G.S. BLOCK, TIS HAZARI, DELHI-110054

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
HAIR - STRAIGHTNER CREAM, WAVING LOTION, REBONDING CREAM, CONDITIONER, MASK OIL, SERUM, ULTRA SHINE POWER REPAIR DOSE, BLONDER, SPA DEEP CONDITIONER, SHOWER, STYLING, MOISTURIZING, EXFOLIATING SCRUB, SHAVING, SKIN GLOWING MOISTURING – GEL, ASTRINGENT, MOISTURIZING – LOTION, SKIN - GLOWING CREAM, TONER, BLONDER, TIGHTENING, BRIGHTENING & WHITENING PRODUCT, FACIAL & BODY POLISHING - SKIN GLOW PACK, SERUM, CLEANSER GEL, EXFOLIATING SCRUB, FOOT - SLOUGHING CREAM, SOFTENING CREAM, SOOTHING PACK, SPA SALT, SPA DEODRANT LOTION, MOISTURING, SHAVING, LACTO BLEACH (SUNTAN REMOVAL), BLEACH DEVELOPER – CREAM, FACE WASH, CLEANSING MILK, BABY MASSAGE OIL, PADICURE SHAMPOO
3586078  06/07/2017  
MOHD. SHAHJAHAN, TRADING AS, M/S- KISAN SCENT AGARBATTI COMPANY
Vill.- Sujahad, Post Kust Seva Ashram, Parao, Varanasi (U.P.), India.
propietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA TRADE MARK BUREAU
SA-17/130 M-M-3 (MLG.-3) ASHOK VIHAR COLONY PHASE-II PAHARIA VARANASI U.P

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3512533
DELHI
Agarbatti, Dhoop, Pooja & Hawan Samagree, Perfumery, Scent
SCHÖNHEIT

3586082  06/07/2017
ABHIJIT PATIL
RH-13, PRATIBHA CHS, SECTOR - 2A, AIROLI, NAVI MUMBAI-400708
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COSMETICS, SUNSCREEN PREPARATIONS, BALMS OTHER THAN FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, BEAUTY MASKS, ASTRINGENTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSES, ADHESIVES FOR AFFIXING FALSE EYELASHES, BEAUTY MASKS, CLEANING PREPARATIONS, BEAUTY MASKS, COSMETIC CREAMS, HAIR LOTIONS, HAIR CONDITIONERS.
3586097    06/07/2017
J.K. HELENE CURTIS LIMITED
NEW HIND HOUSE, NAROTTAM MORARJEE MARG, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400001.
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since: 01/04/2017
MUMBAI
PERFUMES; FRAGRANCES; DEODORANTS AND ANTIPERSPIRANTS; EAU DE COLOGNE; EAU DE PARFUME; EAU DE TOILETTE.
3586098    06/07/2017
J.K. HELENE CURTIS LIMITED
NEW HIND HOUSE, NAROTTAM MORARJEE MARG, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400001.
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/04/2017
To be associated with:
488307, 488308, 1148045, 1321264, 2762005, 2934723, 3295644, 3334759
MUMBAI
PERFUMES; FRAGRANCES; DEODORANTS AND ANTIPERSPIRANTS; EAU DE COLOGNE; EAU DE PARFUME; EAU DE TOILETTE (GOODS ARE SUBJECT TO VARIATION CONDITION).
MOPIT

3586447    06/07/2017
SRI HOME CONSUMABLES PRIVATE LIMITED
No:12, Gomathi Street, Madipakkam, Chennai–600091
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARTHIKEYAN. N

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.
WHACK

3586449  06/07/2017

SRI HOME CONSUMABLES PRIVATE LIMITED
No:12, Gomathi Street, Madipakkam, Chennai–600091

Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARTHIKEYAN. N

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, Polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.
SHANGHAI SHANGMEI COSMETICS CO., LTD.
ROOM 701, NO. 515 YINXIANG ROAD, NANXIANG TOWN, JIADING DISTRICT, SHANGHAI, P.R. CHINA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Cleansing Milk for Toilet Purposes; Stain Removers; Preservatives for Leather [Polishes]; Grinding Preparations; Essential Oils; Cosmetics; Dentifrices; Incense; Cosmetics for Animals; Air Fragrancing Preparations.
3586996  07/07/2017
P. ANBARASAN
NO.174, SECOND CROSS, KURUMBAPET, PUDUCHERRY - 605 009, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE: CLEANING, POLISHING, SANITIZING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, DENTRIFRICES
Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

incense; Incense sticks
IMAGO

3587639  08/07/2017
DURGESH ANANT STHALEKAR
403-404/D Wing, Arjun CHS Ltd, N.L.Complex, Dahisar-East, Mumbai – 400068, Maharashtra

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS, NON-MEDICATED HAIR LOTIONS; NON-MEDICATED DENTIFRICES
SKYA
3588451  10/07/2017
MR GURMEET SINGH NARULA
trading as ;MR GURMEET SINGH NARULA
1574 SEC 33D, CHANDIGARH PB
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, IST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SKIN CARE PREPARATIONS; OILS; CREAMS AND LOTIONS FOR THE SKIN; SUN-TANNING AND SUN PROTECTION PREPARATIONS; COSMETICS; MAKE-UP; MAKE-UP REMOVING PREPARATIONS; MAKE-UP KITS; PETROLEUM JELLY; LIP CARE PREPARATIONS, NAIL CARE PRODUCTS, NAIL COLOR PRODUCTS.
3588985  11/07/2017
FUTURE CONSUMER LIMITED
Knowledge House, Shyam Nagar, Off.Jogeshwari Vikhroli Link Road, Jogeshwari (E), Mumbai 400060
Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY.
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
aromatherapy agarbatti; Aroma Oils; incense sticks; cones; dhoops ; perfumery; fragrances sets ; essential oils ; pooja packs ;camphor, hawan samagri ; camphor oil; ethereal essences; ethereal oils; scented wood; sandal sticks; scented water
3589843  12/07/2017
SHRIKANT SHARMA
Sector-2, 120 Panchkula, Chetanya Vihar Face-2, UP -281121
sole proprietorship firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TARUN KANT
13, SARYU DHAM NEAR KARMYOGI FOUNTAIN KARMYOGI KAMLA NAGAR AGRA
Used Since :01/04/2017

DELHI
WASHING PREPARATIONS FOR LAUNDRY USE; BLEACHING PREPARATIONS FOR LAUNDRY USE; DETERGENTS FOR LAUNDRY USE; WASHING POWDER; FABRIC CONDITIONERS; FABRIC ENHANCERS; FABRIC SOFTENERS; CLEANING PREPARATIONS FOR HOUSEHOLD USE; FABRIC REFRESHERS; SOAPS, COLOR-BRIGHTENING CHEMICALS FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES (LAUNDRY), STAIN REMOVERS, LAUNDRY DETERGENT; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; COLOR-REMOVING PREPARATIONS; LAUNDRY STARCH; LAUNDRY WAX AND ALL THE GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 3
3590210  12/07/2017
TRENT HYPERMARKET PRIVATE LIMITED
Taj Building, 2nd Floor, 210, Dr. D.N. Road, Fort, Mumbai – 400001
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Soaps, liquid soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, dentifrices, deodorants, face cleansers, lotions, creams, balms, powder, beauty products, shampoos, conditioners, hair colours, hair dyes, hair lotions, hair oils, hair gels, hair creams, tooth pastes, tooth powders, mouth washes, shaving cream, shaving gels, post shave products, baby toiletries, nail care products, nail polish, lip care products, lipstick, skin care products, hair care products, eye care products, bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, detergents, other laundry aids, cleaning preparations, utensil cleaners, floor cleaners, toilet cleaners, aerosol freshners, solid freshners, polishing preparations, scouring and abrasive preparations, liquid polish, wax polish, deodorants for pets, shampoo for pets, incense sticks, agarbatti, shoe cleaning products. Bathroom cleaner; Powder detergent; Liquid detergent; Toilet flush tabs; Fabric conditioner/softener; Fabric whitener; Dish wash bar; Dish wash gel; Detergent bar; Air freshener; Agarbatti.
3590225    12/07/2017
TRENT HYPERMARKET PRIVATE LIMITED
Taj Building, 2nd Floor, 210, Dr. D.N. Road, Fort, Mumbai – 400001
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Soaps, liquid soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, dentifrices, deodorants, face cleansers, lotions, creams, balms, powder, beauty products, shampoos, conditioners, hair colours, hair dyes, hair lotions, hair oils, hair gels, hair creams, tooth pastes, tooth powders, mouth washes, shaving cream, shaving gels, post shave products, baby toiletries, nail care products, nail polish, lip care products, lipstick, skin care products, hair care products, eye care products, bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, detergents, other laundry aids, cleaning preparations, utensil cleaners, floor cleaners, toilet cleaners, aerosol freshners, solid freshners, polishing preparations, scouring and abrasive preparations, liquid polish, wax polish, deodorants for pets, shampoo for pets, incense sticks, agarbatti, shoe cleaning products. Bathroom cleaner; Powder detergent; Liquid detergent; Toilet flush tabs; Fabric conditioner/softener; Fabric whitener; Dish wash bar; Dish wash gel; Detergent bar; Air freshener; Agarbatti.
EKWARA
3590384  13/07/2017
CHUTRARAM NEMARAM GEHLOT
trading as ;PREM MEHANDI CENTRE
PLOT NO. 101, SHREE WHIDE HEIGHTS APARTMENT, HIRAWADI ROAD, PANCHVATI, NASHIK-422003.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, IST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :10/11/2016
MUMBAI
SKIN CARE PREPARATION, HAIR CARE PREPARATION, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR
LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; NON-MEDICATED SOAPS;
PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, NON-MEDICATED COSMETICS, SHAMPOO, DEPILATORY PREPARATIONS NON-
MEDICATED HAIR LOTIONS; NON MEDICATED DENTIFRICES ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 03.
VALIYEREES SPARSHA

3590513    13/07/2017
SAJITH KUMAR K P
VALIYERI HOUSE, PARANNUR PO, NARIKKUNI,KOZHIKODE,,KERALA-673585
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HERBAL SOAP
VALIYEREEES SMERA

3590516    13/07/2017
SAJITH KUMAR K P
VALIYERI HOUSE, PARANNUR PO, NARIKKUNI, KOZHIKODE, KERALA - 673585

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HERBAL FACE CREAM, FACE PACK, BODY LOTION
VALIYEREES ZMAYA

3590517  13/07/2017
SAJITH KUMAR K P
VALIYERI HOUSE, PARANNUR PO, NARIKKUNI, KOZHIKODE, KERALA - 673585
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HERBAL FACE WASH, SUN CREAM AND FACE PACK
3590836 13/07/2017
NATURE MAGIC WORLD
80/11B, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
COSMETICS AND SKINCARE COSMETIC PREPARATIONS, HAIR LOTIONS, PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OIL, SOAPS.
3590843 13/07/2017
M.PUTHIRANGONDAN
326/A, Solaicheri main Road, Sri Amman Nagar, Krishnapuram-626142
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CONSCIENTIA LAW ASSOCIATES.
39A, NORTH PARADE ROAD, CHAKRAPANI COLONY, ST THOMAS MOUNT, CHENNAI - 600 016

Used Since: 30/01/2013

CHENNAI
soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, hair conditioners, henna
3591102  13/07/2017
MR. SUKHVIR SINGH TYAGI.
C-57/Z-2,C-BLOCK, DILSHAD GARDEN, DELHI-110095, INDIA.
INDIVIDUAL NAME

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

COSMETICS, HERBAL EXTRACTS FOR COSMETIC PURPOSE, HAIR OIL AND GEL, BLEACHING AND PERFUMERY PREPARATIONS.
3591844  14/07/2017
MOHAN LAL MASKARA
B-1002, AMRUT KUNJ, BHATAR ROAD, SURAT, GUJARAT, INDIA.
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/07/2017

AHMEDABAD
INCENSE STICKS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING, POLISHING, SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS; DENTIFRICES.
3591847    14/07/2017
YORK PERFUMES (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. A-4, 8TH RESIDENCY ROAD, BEHIND INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERS, JODHPUR-342001, RAJASTHAN, INDIA.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/07/2017
AHMEDABAD
PERFUMES, DEODORANTS, BODY SPRAY, ROOM FRESHENER, HAIR GEL INCLUDING IN CLASS 3
1983649    23/06/2010
NAGPAL TRDERS
7/283 LALITA PARK LAXMI NAGAR DELHI-92
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER
INDIAN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TAX LAWS & TRADE MARKS CO.
I-182 (B), STREET NO.15, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92.
Used Since :01/01/2002
DELHI
HEET SINK SILICONE COMPOUND. SILICONE COMPOUND, LUBRICANTING GREASE SILICONE CREAM POLISH,
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DEVICE OF GLOBE.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2729393  01/05/2014
SATISH J. HOTWANI
trading as ;RENOL LUBRICANTS
S-44, VIVEKANAND IND. ESTATE, SARANGPUR BRIDGE ROAD, RAKHIAL, AHMEDABAD.GUJARAT.INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :20/04/2014
AHMEDABAD
LUBRICANTS, OIL, GREASE
3006864  10/07/2015
BHILAI ENGINEERING CORPORATION LTD.
31, Maker chamber-III, 3rd floor, Nariman Point, Mumbai -400021
Manufacturers and traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNAMURTHY & CO.
4th Floor, Prestige Takt No. 23, Kasturba Road Cross Bangalore - 560 001
Used Since :11/01/2008
To be associated with:
2941483
MUMBAI
Goods being industrial grease, oils, coke, combustible oil, lubricants, industrial wax, industrial oil, fuels including fuel oil, gas oil and fuel gas, coal briquettes, mineral fuel and solidified gas.
3020795   30/07/2015
NARENDRA BHAI LALJIBHAI RAGHURIYA
trading as ;M/S.BHAGYA SALES AND SEASON STORE
SARDAR BAUG, OPP. BHARAT PETROL PUMP, SANALA ROAD, MORBI, GUJARAT - INDIA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
NIL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
IN RESPECT OF INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES, LUBRICANTS OILS, DUST ABSORING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS; FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMINANTS, CANDLES, WICKS INCLUDED IN CLASS - 04.
THE BAHRAIN PETROLEUM COMPANY B.S.C.- (CLOSED)
trading as ;THE BAHRAIN PETROLEUM COMPANY B.S.C.- (Closed)
Building 245, Road 4511, Block 945, Awali, Kingdom of Bahrain.
Manufacturer and Merchant
A Corporate Legal Entity Registered in the Kingdom of Bahrain
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Industrial Oils And Greases; Lubricants; Dust Absorbing, Wetting And Binding Compositions; Fuels (Including Motor Spirit) And Illuminants; Candles And Wicks For Lighting.
3048814  04/09/2015
MANJU M JAIN
1439/B, Pipeline Road, Vijaynagar, Bangalore - 560040
Manufacturer and Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :25/08/2015

CHENNAI
Automobile lubricants, Industrial and vehicular lubricants, Automotive greases, Lubricating oils and greases, Fuel oil, Fuels, Motor fuel, Non-chemical additives for fuels, Dust-binding compositions, candles and wicks for lighting.
3053545  14/09/2015
SHRI RAJ GOYAL
A-3, HOUSE NO.-106, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEGI REGISTRATION SERVICE
L-2/109, NAG MANDIR ROAD, SHASTRI NAGAR DELHI 52
Used Since :01/07/2015

DELHI
INDUSTRIAL OIL, GREASES, LUBRICANTS, DUST, ABSORBING, WETTING AND BLINDING COMPOSITIONS, FUEL
(INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT ILLUMINANTS) CANDLES AND WICKS FOR LIGHTING
3061021  22/09/2015
RAVINDER KUMAR
47/5 RANHOLLA EXT., NAJAFGARH ROAD NANGLOI DELHI 110041
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUMAR & CO.
D-121, KAMLA NAGAR DELHI-110007
Used Since :01/05/2015
To be associated with:
2983281
DELHI
GOODS IN REALTION TO INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES, LUBRICANTS, DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPSITIONS, FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMINATES INCLUDED IN CLASS-4.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1810, 14/08/2017 Class 4

3081449 19/10/2015
MAHENDER KUMAR

trading as: KISHAN AUTO AGENCIES
304, MODI ARCADE, NEAR BOMBAY MOTOR CIRCLE, JODHPUR - 342001 (RAJASTHAN)
MANUFACTURE AND TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MARS TRADE MARKS CO.
F -1, NEW QUTAB ROAD, (PUL MITHAI),TELEWARA, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :01/04/2014

AHMEDABAD
LUBRICANTS, GREASES, INDUSTRIAL OILS, PETROLIM PRODUCTS, FULES, COOLANT, MOTOR OIL, BRAKE FLUID AND FUELS, LUBRICANT OIL, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS -4.
3093421    04/11/2015

SOORA NIRANJAN
trading as ;S. RAMANATHAN CHETTIAR & CO.
17/1, DESIKAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI-600 026, TAMIL NADU.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :01/04/2004

CHENNAI
LAMP OIL, ILLUMINANTS AND LIGHTING FUEL.
PRASHANT ASHOK BHANDARKAR
VIRENDRA ASHOK BHANDARKAR
MRS. DEEPALI VINAY BIRARI
VINAY DATTATRAY BIRARI
trading as ;BRIOL LUBRICANTS
10,SATHE BAUG,2ND FLOOR,M.G. ROAD,NASHIK-422001
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since :12/11/2015
MUMBAI
INDUSTRIAL AND AUTOMOBILE OIL, LUBRICANTS
योग गुरु रामदेवजी संस्थान

3120603  10/12/2015
PANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, {OPP MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.

Used Since :31/12/1996

To be associated with:
3108453, 3108507, 3108566, 3108611, 3111769, 3112381, 3112426, 3112493, 3112538, 3112589, 3112633, 3115474, 3115519, 3115570, 3115615, 3115667, 3115712, 3115766, 3115811, 3118959, 3119004, 3119057, 3119507, 3120558

DELHI

INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES; LUBRICANTS; DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS; FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMEVANTS; CANDLES AND WICKS FOR LIGHTING.
3124603  13/12/2015
SUSHMA BUILDTECH LIMITED
trading as ;SUSHMA BUILDTECH LIMITED
SCO-172-173, FIRST FLOOR, SECTOR-9C, MADHYA MARG, CHANDIGARH, U.T- CHANDIGARH-160009
Manufacturing and Trading
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels(including motor spirit) and illuminants; candles, wicks

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3125721 15/12/2015
PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, [OPP MC DONALD’S] P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.
Used Since: 31/12/1996
DEHLI
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES; LUBRICANTS; DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS; FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMEVANTS; CANDLES AND WICKS FOR LIGHTING
योग  गुरु  बाबा  रामदेवजी  संस्थान

3125859   15/12/2015
PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, (OPP MC DONALD’S) P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.
Used Since :31/12/1996
DELHI
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES; LUBRICANTS; DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS; FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMSDANTS; CANDLES AND WICKS FOR LIGHTING
3131996   18/12/2015
V. NILESH KUMAR
trading as ; NEXEN SPECIALITIES
NO.1, MOOKAMBIAKAI NAGAR, 2ND STREET EXTENSION, KARUMARAMPALAYAM, UTHUKULI ROAD, TIRUPUR-641 607, TIRUPUR-DIST, TAMILNADU
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Used Since :01/04/2015
CHENNAI
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES, LUBRICANTS, DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS, FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMINANTS
3578276  24/06/2017
Calfusion Lubricants and Petroleum Products Private Limited
65-25-7, Ramadasu Peta, Rajahmundry 533103
Manufacturing and Trading of Lubricants
Proprietary Limited Company

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Industrial Oils and Greases; Lubricants; Dust Absorbing, Wetting and Binding Compositions; Fuels (including Motor Spirit) and Illuminats; Candles, Wicks
3580372  28/06/2017
P. V. KRISHNAPRASAD VARYAR
IVORMADOM KRISHNAPRASAD VARYAR, MALAVATTATH MADOM, PAMPADY (P. O), THIRUVILWAMALA, THRISSUR (Dist.) KERALA. Pin: 680 588

PROPRIETARY FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANAKYA
CHANAKYA, No. 1, NEHRU NAGAR, SUNDAKKAMUTHUR, COIMBATORE, TAMILNADU. Pin: 641 010

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES; LUBRICANTS; DUST ABSORBING; WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS; FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMINANTS; CANDLES, WICKS.

Transliteration : MOKSHAPAMPA
FIRESTONE
3581002  29/06/2017
JITENDRA KUMAR PROPRIETOR OF RBS LUBRICANTS
A-98 GR.Floor KAUSHAMBI GHAZIABAD
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUDHRY
D20, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi, 110013
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES, LUBRICANTS, DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS, FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMINANTS, CANDLES AND WICKS FOR LIGHTING.
3582445  01/07/2017

NAVEEN BHARDWAJ
WZ-26B, Shri Nagar, Shakur Basti, New Delhi-110034.

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088

Used Since : 29/03/2017

DELHI

Automotive Lubricants & Industrial Lubricants
3582666   01/07/2017
ZEDCO ENTERPRISE
6/5, KUSTIA ROAD, WEST BENGAL, KOLKATA-700039
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. CHATTERJEE & ASSOCIATES
349/3,INDIRA GANDHI ROAD,KONNAGAR,HOOGHLY,PIN 712 235,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :09/05/2017
KOLKATA
Industrial oils and greases; Lubricants; Dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; Fuels [including motor spirit] and illuminants; Candles and wicks for lighting
3582708  01/07/2017
AJAY KUMAR TRADING AS M/S. EVEREST LUBES INDIA
N.H.-93, CHANDAUSI ROAD, BAHJOL, U.P.
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting
Trade Marks Journal No: 1810 , 14/08/2017 Class 4

3582916  03/07/2017
KANNI UVARAJ
NO. 32, DEVELOPED PLOT NP, SIDCO INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, EKKADUTHANGAL, CHENNAI-600 032, TAMIL NADU.
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:

CHENNAI
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES; LUBRICANTS; DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS; FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMINANTS; CANDLES AND WICKS FOR LIGHTING.

Transliteration : POORVIKA
3583703  03/07/2017
LUCKY BAGRI
OPP. DPS SCHOOL, TYAGI MARKET, NEAR KAILASH HOSPITAL, MEERUT ROAD, GHAZIABAD-201003
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVIN KUMAR PRASAD
S-85, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :01/04/2014
DELHI
Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting
RAVENQLINDIA

3584201  04/07/2017
VIKRAM
V.P.O. BANBHORI, THE, BARWALA, DIST HISAR HARYANA
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKAA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Industrial Oil & Grease, Lubricants, Lubricating Oils & Greases, Motor Oil, Gear Oil, 2 T. Oil, Brake Fluid and fuels (including Motor spirit).
3585171  05/07/2017

PRASHANT S K RAJGARHIA  
B1002, Konark Vista, Sr No. 135, Magarpatta Road, Hadapsar, Pune – 411028, Maharashtra

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

N. LAKSHMI PRIYA  
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since :01/09/2016

MUMBAI

INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES; LUBRICANTS; DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS; FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMINANTS; CANDLES AND WICKS FOR LIGHTING
3585279  05/07/2017
GODFREY GLOBAL VENTURES LLP.
1257/1, OPP. THAMAN GAS SERVICE, MAIN RAHON ROAD, LUDHIANA-141007 (PB.)
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Industrial Oils & Greases; Lubricants; Dust Absorbing, Wetting & Binding Compositions; Fuels [including Motor Spirit] & Illuminants; Candles & Wicks for Lighting.
3585488  05/07/2017
VYAS PARTH KAMLESHBHAI
GROUND FLOOR, MARUTI COMPLEX, NR. GANGOTRI HOTEL, SUTHAR KARKHANA, NH. 08, NARODA, AHMEDABAD-382330, GUJARAT, INDIA.
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/07/2017
AHMEDABAD
INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES; LUBRICANTS; DUST ABSORBING, WETTING AND BINDING COMPOSITIONS; FUELS (INCLUDING MOTOR SPIRIT) AND ILLUMINATES;
3585525  05/07/2017
T.GANAPATHY, TRADING AS SRI KARTHIKEYAN TRADERS
MAIN ROAD, VEDASANDUR, POOTHAMPATTI, DINDIGUL - 624 702, DINDIGUL DIST, TAMILNADU.
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CASTOR OIL, NOT FOR EDIBLE

Transliteration : VILAKKU BRAND MEANS LAMP BRAND
3585544  05/07/2017
PARVESH KUMAR PROPRIETOR OF MEENAKSHI AUTO INDUSTRIES.
L-185, GROUND FLOOR, SHASTRI NAGAR, DELHI.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Industrial Oil & Grease, Lubricants, Lubricating Oils & Greases, Motor Oil, Gear Oil, 2 T. Oil, Brake Fluid and fuels (including Motor spirit).
3586235  06/07/2017

VASUKI TRADE LINK PRIVATE LIMITED
NAKSHATRA HEIGHTS OFFICE NO. 501, OPP. TELEPHONE EX. 150FT ROAD, RAJKOT - 360007, GUJARAT, INDIA
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:

SAMPAT DHRUV PRADIP

Used Since : 20/05/2012

AHMEDABAD

COAL INCLUDED IN CLASS 4
KSTRONG

3587190   07/07/2017
KUNAL RAJVANSHI
HANUMANMANPATH, TILKAMANJHI, DISTRICT- BHAGALPUR, PIN- 812001, BIHAR
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXMOTION
APPAYAN APARTMENT,GROUND FLOOR,FLAT-GC,108/11/(50),PURBACHAL ROAD (NORTH),HALTU,KOLKATA 700 078,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
ENGINE OIL, GREASES AND ALL LUBRICANTS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 04.
3587370  08/07/2017
SANJEEV BHALLA TRADING AS AAKASH TRADING CO.
SHOP NO-2, ST. NO-3, BANK COLONY, NOORWALA ROAD, LUDHIANA (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/06/2014
DELHI
Lubricants & Engine Oils.
GANDHAR

3588157  10/07/2017
GANDHAR OIL REFINERY (INDIA) LIMITED
trading as ;GANDHAR OIL REFINERY (INDIA) LIMITED
DLH PARK, 18TH FLOOR, S. V. ROAD, GOREGAON (WEST), MUMBAI - 400062
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAYUR SHANTILAL GALA
LAW FUTUREX, 301, Rose Residency, Dixit Road Extn., Off. Shradhanand Road, Nr. Thakkar Hall, Vile Parle, Mumbai - 400 057.
Used Since :17/10/1992

To be associated with:
1380618, 1524260, 2979085

MUMBAI
INDUSTRIAL OILS; COAL; WAX; GREASE; LUBRICANTS; PETROLEUM JELLY RAW OR REFINED OR FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES; SPECIALTY OILS; LUBRICATING OILS; TRANSFORMER OILS; LIQUID PARAFFIN; MINERAL FUEL; MOTOR FUEL; MOTOR OIL AND OTHER PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
3588986  11/07/2017
FUTURE CONSUMER LIMITED
Knowledge House, Shyam Nagar, Off.Jogeshwari Vikhroli Link Road, Jogeshwari (E), Mumbai 400060
Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY.
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
aroma tea light; aroma candles ; plain tea light ; candles; perfumed candles; scented candles; gel candles; wicks; taper;
night-lights
Trade Marks Journal No: 1810,  14/08/2017          Class 4

3588989    11/07/2017
FUTURE CONSUMER LIMITED
Knowledge House, Shyam Nagar, Off.Jogeshwari Vikhroli Link Road, Jogeshwari (E), Mumbai 400060
Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAYSER AND COMPANY.
RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 20 AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, FORT, MUMBAI- 400 023.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
aroma tea light; aroma candles ; plain tea light ; candles; perfumed candles; scented candles; gel candles; wicks; taper; night-lights
LYZO

3591163  14/07/2017
SEE LUBE TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
30, GURU NANAK MARKET, FOCAL POINT, LUDHIANA-141010 (PB.)
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/05/2017

DELHI
Industrial Oils, Lubricants & Lubricating Greases.